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This thesis explores the methodological approaches used to investigate changes in the com-

plex concept of RACISM with Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) in natural language.

The concept of RACISM has been researched extensively in a number of fields and is said

to have undergone a shift from an old, biological interpretation to a new understanding in

cultural terms. It can be expected that this shift is reflected in large collections of natural

language. The currently used ways of studying conceptual change by analyzing meaning

changes in individual words based on their distribution encompass a number of sources for

variations in the results that do not reflect actual, conceptual changes, which leads to unreli-

able conclusions. The resarch carried out in this thesis has two main goals: Firstly, it aims at

operationalizing expected changes in the conceptual system in such a way that they can be

investigated by means of DSMs, which can represent changes in word meaning purely on

the basis of their distribution in natural language. This requires a kind of translation of con-

cepts into words and their changing semantic relations to each other. Secondly, this thesis

aims at examining the conclusions drawn from such an approach with respect to the known

dangers of variations specific to distributional semantic approaches. The results indicate

that almost none of the initial conclusions about the reflection of the conceptual change in

RACISM reflected in language can withstand this examination. While the insights about the

reflection of the conceptual changes in language remain thus limited, a number of highly rel-

evant insights into the methodological approaches used to study conceptual change could

be gained.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, approaches to the investigation of conceptual change over time have made

increasing use of computational methods. Such represent word meaning purely based on

the distribution of words in large linguistic corpora. These methods, called distributional

semantic models (DSMs), have the advantage that meaning change of words can be inves-

tigated without the use of additional resources and on the basis of actual language use.

However, such methods encompass a number of dangers leading to results that seem to in-

dicate actual meaning changes, but are caused by other factors. In this thesis, the linguistic

reflection of changes in the complex concept of RACISM, which have been researched ex-

tensively within a number of fields in social sciences and humanities, will be investigated

by applying standardly used methods of tracing meaning changes over time. Whereas most

studies in Digital Humanities would present the results as evidence for conceptual change,

the research carried out in this thesis goes one step further: Based on what is known about

the dangers of specific pitfalls and sources of variations in distributional semantic methods,

the conclusions drawn from the standardly used approaches are challenged by examining

them with respect to these known sources of variation. The main research question of this

thesis is as follows:

How can changes in RACISM, a complex concept, be investigated reliably by means of

distributional semantic models despite the known pitfalls and sources of variation of such

an approach?

This main question encompasses two sub-problems:

1. How can changes in a complex concept like RACISM be investigated by means of distributional

semantic models that represent words and their semantic relations to each other?

2. To what extent do the pitfalls and sources of variations impact the conclusions drawn from a

distributional semantic investigation of conceptual change?
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The results indicate that almost none of the initial conclusions about changes in the con-

ceptual system of RACISM could withstand the examination with respect to potential varia-

tions. In some cases, the variations of results obtained by different methods are so extensive

that the conclusions drawn from the different results contradict each other.

The first sub-problem of this type of research consists of finding a way to represent

changes in a complex concept in individual words whose meanings have been affected by

the conceptual change and can thus be investigated with distributional semantic methods.

The changes in the concept of RACISM have been researched from a number of perspectives,

ranging from rather theoretical accounts (Winant, 1998) and studies of historical documents

such as policies and statements (Lentin, 2005) to empirical studies based on interviews with

college students (Morning, 2009) and approaches to the study of racial prejudice in social

psychology (Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995). There are two main arguments about the con-

ceptual changes in RACISM shared across a wide number of studies: Firstly, it is argued

that the changing interpretation of RACE is central to the changes in RACISM. Secondly,

this change in the interpretation of RACE is characterized as having moved from an un-

derstanding in biological, genetic terms (linked to physical appearance, most saliently skin

color) to an interpretation in terms of culture and ethnicity. Furthermore, a number of ac-

counts mention shifts from a belief in something like a hierarchical structure among people

of different racial groups to an overemphasis on differences between such groups. These

well-documented changes can be expected to be reflected in the language people use when

talking about racial groups and should thus be reflected in large, linguistic corpora. Be-

cause the conceptual change in RACISM has been so well-researched and explored from

the perspective of various disciplines, it constitutes as good use-case to explore different

methodological approaches.

On the basis of these observations, I created a model of the conceptual change in RACISM

following the recommendations about investigating conceptual change given in Betti &

van den Berg (2014). Since there is no unified theoretical account of conceptual change,

but rather a multitude of different approaches, Betti & van den Berg (2014) recommend to

construct explicit models of changes in concepts. They view concepts as networks or sys-

tems consisting of a number of interrelated sub-concepts and related concepts that together

form larger, complex concepts. Changes in such systems affect the relations of the involved

concepts to each other. The formulation of conceptual models is one way of avoiding the in-

troduction of biases, as it forces the researcher to make all assumptions about the conceptual

structure of the target concept explicit.

According to accounts of the changing conceptualization of RACISM, the concept of
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RACE forms the central component of the conceptual system. It encompasses the core con-

cepts BIOLOGICAL RACE, ETHNICITY and CULTURE, which each highlight different in-

terpretations of RACE. Furthermore, it encompasses a number of sub-concepts (aspects of

RACE, such as skin color, but also language and nationality) and instances (in this case seen

as labels used to refer to racially constructed groups). In addition, a number of related con-

cepts whose relation to RACE is said to have changed is introduced. This conceptual model

is reformulated in terms of words and their semantic relations to each other, which are ex-

pected to reflect the changes in the conceptual system discussed in accounts of conceptual

changes in RACISM.

The words representing components of the conceptual system and their semantic rela-

tions can be investigated by means of Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) (Turney &

Pantel, 2010). DSMs are strongly grounded in linguistic theories arguing that the meaning

of words is encoded in their linguistic context (Firth, 1957; Harris, 1954) and often summa-

rized as “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth, 1957).1 This theory of word

meaning has been widely accepted in usage-based approaches within (Cognitive) Linguis-

tics and Cognitive Science (Lenci, 2008). For instance, Tomasello (2009) offers a usage-based

account of first language acquisition, which strongly relies on the assumption that word

meaning arises from co-occurrences. This theoretical approach culminated in actually imple-

mented models of word meaning which represent words on the basis of their surrounding

words in large collections of texts. Since these models of word meaning provide rather accu-

rate representations for many words without requiring any additional knowledge resources,

they are widely used in research which would otherwise require a substantial amount of

manual annotations (such as investigations into meaning change).

The fundamental idea is that each word in the vocabulary is represented by the words it

co-occurs with in natural language. A simple model consists of ‘lists’ recording how often

the words in the vocabulary of a linguistic corpus appear next to other words in a spe-

cific predefined ‘window’. This window refers to the amount of text taken into considera-

tion when counting the co-occurrences (for instance four words before and after the target

word). The ‘lists’ of co-occurrences are collected in what is usually called a ‘vocabulary-by-

vocabulary’ matrix (essentially a table) in which each row contains the co-occurrence counts

of a word in the vocabulary. This means that each word in the vocabulary of a corpus is

represented by its co-occurrences with all the other words in the corpus. In such a matrix,

each word is represented by a vector (a row in the matrix) with as many entries (called di-

mensions) as there are words in the vocabulary of the corpus. As similar words occur in

1A more detailed explanation will be provided in Chapter 2.
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(A) Nouns represented as
vectors understood through co-
occurrence with two adjectives.

(B) Co-
occurrence
counts of
the nouns
planet, moon,
actor and
actress with
the adjec-
tives distant
and famous.

FIGURE 1.1: Words represented as vectors.

similar linguistic contexts, they receive similar vector representations in the DSM. A simple

example is given in Figure 1.1. The difference between the vector directions indicates how

similar or related two words are to each other. By measuring the differences in vector direc-

tion, these models can also reflect more complex semantic relations, such as analogies in the

form of man is to king as woman is to queen (Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013).

Such DSMs represent words in spaces in which the distances between the words reflect

their semantic similarity and relatedness. Change in word meaning can be investigated by

comparing word representations and relations between words across spaces. This is done by

creating DSMs on the basis of linguistic corpora representing time periods. Generally, it is

said that words ‘move’ in the space when meaning changes occur. For instance, words that

acquire increasingly similar meanings are said to ‘move closer’ to each other in the semantic

space (for instance investigated in Hamilton et al. (2016b)). Such approaches, however, en-

compass a number of pitfalls and variations resulting in apparent semantic changes which

are caused by factors in the method rather than actual, linguistic or conceptual changes. The

second sub-problem lies in the investigation of the extent of these variations on the changes

observed in the concept of RACISM.

These pitfalls and sources of variations fall into the following categories: Firstly, factors

in the linguistic corpora representing different time periods can lead to shifts in the semantic

space that seem like historical meaning changes, but are simply due to variations in the

data, such as for instance an increase in texts of a particular genre in which the word under

investigation is used in a different sense than in the rest of the corpus. One way of identifying
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such misleading shifts is by comparing the changes in the word under investigation to other

words and their behavior.

A second source for variations lies in the specific way distributional semantic spaces are

constructed. With the increasing availability of computational power, a number of differ-

ent architectures of DSMs have been suggested. The architectures range from specific ways

of calculating co-occurrence statistics to model types inspired by machine learning, in par-

ticular by neural networks. Whereas extensive evaluations of the accuracy of the semantic

spaces resulting from the different types of models have been conducted, so far only a lim-

ited number of conclusions about which model types perform best could be drawn. Among

the best performing models, variations exist concerning the following aspects: Firstly, it is

known that the accuracy of the resulting representations depends on the size of the corpus

used to create it and secondly, it has been shown that different model types are susceptible to

different kinds of semantic phenomena (Baroni et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2015). Actual mean-

ing changes, can, however, be expected to be reflected by all of the high-performing model

types.

A third source of variations lies in the different methods of comparing word representa-

tions across time. Hamilton et al. (2016a) show that different ways of calculating the shifts

in word representations are susceptible to slightly different kinds of semantic change.

This thesis examines these three sources of variations in the detected changes in order

to determine their impact on the conclusions drawn from diachronic investigations with

DSMs. This is done by (1) comparing the target words involved in the conceptual system

under investigation to selected control words not involved in this conceptual system and (2)

comparing the outcomes of different model types and methods to measure change.

The results indicate that a comparison to control words can uncover a number of appar-

ent changes that turn out minor when compared to other words. Furthermore, the compar-

ison between different, high-performing model types shows extensive variations and par-

tially even contradictory results. Overall, the steps taken to examine the results with respect

to reliability provide a number of insights into currently used approaches to study concep-

tual change. A number of studies use the closest surrounding words to to explore changes

in word meaning (Martinez-Ortiz et al., 2016; Kenter et al., 2015; Kutuzov et al., 2016). The

results in this thesis indicate that closest surrounding words of a target word are particu-

larly susceptible to variations between model types. Consequently, comparing the results to

words yielded by other types of models could cast doubt on the changes observed in these

studies. Furthermore, a comparison to control words can uncover variations in the underly-

ing linguistic corpora leading to results that look like semantic changes, but also affect other
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words that did not undergo change. This strategy could undermine the ability of diachronic

DSMs to detect changes, as for instance suggested in Hamilton et al. (2016b).

While these strategies to uncover pitfalls and variations provide an answer to the first

sub-problem, the question of whether conceptual changes in RACISM are reflected in nat-

ural language might require further examination. On the basis of the conceptual model

constructed in this thesis, only limited results could be obtained of which almost none could

withstand the examination with respect to known dangers of distributional semantic studies

of change. One possible reason for this is that the conceptual model and, in particular, its

translation to words and semantic relations, is not an accurate reflection of the conceptual

system of RACISM. A collaboration with experts in the conceptual changes might yield more

insights.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of

the conceptual changes in the concept of RACISM according to research in different fields of

humanities and social sciences as well as the theoretical background of and related research

on the investigation of conceptual change with DSMs. This is followed by an outline of the

methodological aspects of this approach in Chapter 3. The results of the conducted experi-

ments are presented in Chapter 4, followed by a discussion of the most relevant insights for

investigations of conceptual change with DSMs in Chapter 5. The conclusions drawn from

this research and recommendations for the distributional semantic approaches to conceptual

change are summarized in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background and

related work

The current chapter will introduce the theoretical background and related work concerning

the investigation of conceptual change with distributional semantic models (DSMs). First,

an overview of research into conceptual change of RACISM, which constitutes the use case

of this thesis, will be given from the perspective of various fields 2.1. Next, an outline of dis-

tributional semantic models and how they can be used to investigate semantic change will

be provided (Section 2.2). The section will conclude with approaches to conceptual change

and related work about researching conceptual change with distributional semantic models

(Section 2.3). A focus will be placed on the dangers of distributional semantic methods to

investigate change. These dangers consist of sources for possible variations in the conclu-

sions drawn from distributional semantic studies caused by variations in the linguistic data

as well as methods used to represent change.

2.1 Use case: The changing conceptualization of RACISM

This section provides an outline of the use-case for the analysis of conceptual change with

DSMs. The concept of racism was chosen for the following reasons: Firstly, its changing

nature has been explored and documented from a variety of perspectives, partly using em-

pirical evidence in the form of survey data (Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995) and interviews

(Morning, 2009), but also policies and other historical data (Lentin, 2005). Secondly, the

concept of RACISM constitutes a good example of a complex concept which can hardly be

understood by simply investigating the sense of the single word racism. Instead, it is closely

tied to a number of key concepts and their sub-concepts, which together constitute a closely
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intertwined system. In what follows, the most important findings of studies of the concep-

tual changes of RACISM from different fields will be summarized and the most relevant key

concepts will be identified. This review constitutes the basis for a translation into several

words representing these concepts and measurable relations between them introduced in

Chapter 3.

This section is structured as follows: First, an overview of the nature of the changes

within the concept of racism will be given. Next, the most important concepts and argu-

ments of the two forms of racism will be discussed in more detail.

2.1.1 From old to new racism

Towards the end of the 20th researchers in sociology, social psychology and anthropology

(and others) have started to argue that even though there seemed to be a decline of classi-

cal, open racism, a new, more subtle form of discrimination based on origin had taken its

place. The first account of this shift from what is called ‘old racism’ to ‘new racism’ was

given by Barker (1981). Since then, a number of theoretical accounts of this shift have been

put forward that each emphasize slightly different aspects or emerged in different areas; the

most well-known are ‘new racism’, ‘symbolic racism’, ‘modern racism’ (Walker, 2001), ‘sub-

tle racism’ (Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995) and ‘cultural racism’ (Barker, 1981; Wren, 2001). As

the labels suggest, this new form of racism is argued to be expressed in more subtle and

covert ways and, most importantly, deny the existence of a biological hierarchy of races.

Rather, it relies on culture or ethnicity and emphasizes differences between them.

From a historical perspective, the interpretation of racism has been changing continu-

ously: While very early forms of racism in Europe during colonialism in the late 18th and

early 19th century had largely relied on religious categories and arguments, the seculariza-

tion and scientific developments of the mid 19th century caused racial discrimination to rely

on different arguments. During this time, a new kind of biological racism grounded in ge-

netic differences between races defined on the basis of skin color developed (Wren, 2001).

Most accounts place the change from this old, genetic racism to new racism in the 1970s

after the horrors of the Nazi regime and the abolishment of legal discrimination of African

Americans in the US brought about by the Civil rights movement had rendered open, bla-

tant racism based on genetic hierarchies and white supremacy socially unacceptable (Walker,

2001; Leach, 2005).

Whereas it is often argued that one of the major difficulties of analyzing and deconstruct-

ing new racism is that there is no straight-forward and agreed upon definition (Winant, 1998;

Augoustinos & Every, 2007), several key concepts and arguments seem to be prevail. The
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most central aspect of the nature of racism is the changing interpretation of RACE (Winant,

1998; Morning, 2009). The following sections provide an outline of the most important con-

ceptual changes in the interpretation of racism during the 20th century. Since most accounts

define these concepts in contrast to old racist ideologies, first, old racist ideologies will be

explained before turning towards new racism.

2.1.2 Key concepts of old racism

This outline will mainly follow a relatively widely accepted and detailed account of concepts

of old in contrast to new racism provided by Pettigrew & Meertens (1995). As becomes

apparent in the label ‘blatant racism’ (Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995), this old form of racism

is said to have been widely socially accepted and thus has been voiced directly and openly.

First and foremost, the biological racism of the early and mid 19th century relied on the

following components:

RACE grounded in genetics and skin color

According to Pettigrew & Meertens (1995), the core of blatant racism is the perception of an

out-group as a threat to the in-group and thus the rejection of the out-group. In its most ex-

treme form of old racism, the groups are defined as racial categories based on skin color and

differences between those categories are explained in genetic terms (Pettigrew & Meertens,

1995; Wren, 2001). This is by no means to be seen as a natural way of categorizing people.

Hopkins et al. (1997) extensively criticizes the argument that categorizing people in terms

of the visual attributes provided by skin color is the cognitively most natural way of cate-

gorizing people. Furthermore, this way of categorizing people is not the first one connected

to a racist ideology; as mentioned above, the racism practiced during colonial times largely

relied on religious categories (Wren, 2001).

Racial hierarchy and white supremacy

A second aspect closely connected to the previous one is the belief that there is a racial hier-

archy based on genetic superiority. In this hierarchy, people of white skin color are the most

advanced and thus superior group. Exploiting people of other skin colors is thus justified by

their supposed genetic inferiority, which only makes them suitable for manual labor (Wren,

2001). By defending the existence of a natural hierarchy among racially constructed groups,

inequalities in the ways people of different racial groups are treated are justified. In this type

of ideology, it is denied that this inequality constitutes a negative form of discrimination, as
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the existing hierarchies and power structures are considered natural (Pettigrew & Meertens,

1995).

Denial of intimacy

The third main component of the ideology of old racism is the fear and rejection of sexual

contact between people of different racially constructed groups, as becomes apparent in ob-

jections to “interracial” marriage (Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995). Pettigrew & Meertens (1995)

argue that this is connected to a rejection of authority (for instance in a professional context)

of members of the ‘inferior’ race.

2.1.3 Key concepts of new racism

Rather generally, new racism is characterized by the absence of open, blatant discrimination

(Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995). Furthermore, triggered by intellectual movements question-

ing assumptions about racial hierarchies, it is recognized by a clear rejection of the existence

of biological races. This resulted in a need for a new, socially acceptable interpretation of

RACE. (Wren, 2001). This need for a interpretation, it is argued, was taken was satisfied by

the seemingly neutral concept of CULTURE. All aspects of new racism are connected to the

central issue of cultural differences. However, a number of separate aspects can be distin-

guished illustrated in the following sections. Some of these aspects are difficult to pin down

in language use, which is another feature of new racism. This subtle nature of the expression

of new racist ideologies is part of what makes its analysis so difficult. Ironically, this new

type of racist discourse if often marked by a denial of being racist (Augoustinos & Every,

2007; Van Dijk et al., 2000).

RACE grounded in culture and ethnicity

The most widely agreed upon feature of new racism is the new interpretation of RACE

in terms of collective cultural experiences, usually expressed as culture or ethnicity (Wren,

2001; Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995; Lentin, 2005; Morning, 2009; Wikan, 1999).

With the anti-racist movements of the 1960s and 70s, biological race as an analytic cate-

gory became less and less acceptable. Lentin (2005) traces this change in the history of the

UNESCO tradition of fighting racism. She argues that in an attempt to advocate for a multi-

cultural, liberal, race-free society, the word culture has somehow simply replaced race instead

of relinquishing the concept of categorizing people according to their origin entirely.

In an extensive interview-study, Morning (2009) discovers that her interviewees largely

tend to use the term culture as a category of people in which others might have formerly
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used the concept of race. The major argument of this categorization seems to be that people

of a particular culture grew up with the same attitudes, values, believes and practices and

thus belong together.

Emphasis on cultural differences

The first feature discussed above is closely intertwined with the second: Whereas old, bi-

ological racism was defending a racial hierarchy based on genetics, new racism denies the

existence of a hierarchy among biological races and biological races themselves, but instead

emphasizes differences between cultural groups (Hopkins et al., 1997; Morning, 2009; Pet-

tigrew & Meertens, 1995). These differences are no less deterministic than genetic ones, as

they are said to be grounded not just in the immediate surroundings and social background,

but rather in the entire history of a particular group (Lenci, 2008; Hopkins et al., 1997). Fur-

thermore, as explained by Hopkins et al. (1997), racist ideologies are often marked by the

argument that groups with different cultural backgrounds do not wish to live together, since

conflict between them is inevitable.

Liberalism and the defense of traditional values

A third, widely shared feature of the new racism is that it often appears in the form of

seemingly liberal arguments that stress individual achievements and deny racial inequality

(Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995; Augoustinos & Every, 2007). Pettigrew & Meertens (1995) for

instance state that it is often argued that people from other cultural backgrounds do not share

the values of the in-group and are thus perceived as a threat. Furthermore, they point out

that as Western countries pride themselves on equal opportunities, it seems to be a common

practice to blame minorities living in poverty and unemployment for their situation, since

they could have worked their way up and adopted traditional values and attitudes towards

work and ambition.

2.1.4 Summary

This section provided an overview of the most important aspects of the conceptualizations

of old and new racism from a variety of disciplines, such as sociology, social psychology

and anthropology. This account is by no means exhaustive, but merely outlines the main

components of the changing concept. This conceptual system can be read as a model of the

conceptual change RACISM underwent in the course of the 20th century. In the research

of this thesis, it is expected that the changes in the conceptualization of RACISM outlined
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in this section and grounded in evidence from sociological and psychological studies are

reflected in semantic changes of individual words involved in the conceptual system.

After presenting an outline of the theoretical background of distributional semantic meth-

ods used to study linguistic change in the remainder of this chapter, the following chapter

(Chapter 3) will describe how this conceptual system can be represented by words and re-

lations between them as they appear in a semantic space. Since this conceptual change is

well-documented and well-founded in empirical evidence, it can be expected that the most

profound changes are apparent from all Distributional Semantic Models, regardless of pos-

sible unstable factors and variations between them. The following sections will provide an

outline of how word meaning and concepts can be researched from a distributional semantic

perspective and in particular, how semantic and conceptual change can be investigated.

2.2 Distributional Semantics and linguistic change

Distributional semantics has its origin as a linguistic theory of word meaning which states

that meaning arises from the linguistic context surrounding an expression (Firth, 1957; Har-

ris, 1954). What emerged from usage-based approaches to language received growing at-

tention from computational approaches to the representation of word meaning (Mikolov,

Sutskever, et al., 2013; Levy et al., 2015; Lenci, 2008). Such representations are highly inter-

esting for several reasons: Firstly, they constitute an implementation of a theoretical model

that allows for empirical testing of hypotheses about word meaning. Secondly, such rep-

resentations are valuable for Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Digital Humanities

(DH), because they allow for a comparatively accurate representation of word meaning and

have been shown to improve the performance on many NLP tasks by inferring word mean-

ing purely from large linguistic corpora without requiring additional knowledge sources.

Recently, one of the most advanced implementations of a distributional semantic model has

become readily available and is thus being used in a wide variety of NLP and DH research,

in particular also to studies in diachronic semantics. However, there are a number of ele-

ments about these models that have not yet been clarified. It is not clear exactly what kind

of semantic information is represented by different model architectures and how this corre-

lates with corpus sizes (Levy et al., 2015; Baroni et al., 2014). Furthermore, in some cases,

results can differ between models of the same architecture created on the basis of the same

corpus (Hellrich & Hahn, 2016a, 2016b). In this thesis, the extent of these variations between

different model architectures and methods of measuring change will be investigated using
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the example of well documented changes the complex concept of RACISM.1

This section is structured as follows: First, a brief but more detailed introduction to the

linguistic theory underlying Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) than already provided

in Chapter 1 will be provided (Section 2.2.1), followed by an outline of how this approach

can be implemented computationally, including the most relevant model architectures and

what is known about their performance (Section 2.2.2). Section 2.2.3 will discuss how word

meaning can be investigated diachronically with DSMs created on the basis of corpora en-

compassing time periods. Finally, Section 2.2.3 will provide an overview of the most relevant

criticisms about distributional semantic models and their application to meaning changes

over time.

2.2.1 Distributional approaches to word meaning

Distributional semantics developed from a broad variety of approaches in linguistics and

cognitive science that can be summarized under the labels of usage-based or corpus-based

approaches. They all have in common that the statistical distribution of words over the

contexts in which they appear provides important information about their meaning (Lenci,

2008).

This idea has been formulated in the Distributional Hypothesis attributed to Harris (1954)

and Firth (1957). While some accounts even trace this notion back to Wittgenstein’s state-

ment "The meaning of a word is its use in the language" (Wittgenstein, 1953), it is often

referred to by the famous quote "You shall know a word by the company it keeps" (Harris,

1954, p.11). In more technical terms, it can also be expressed as follows (Lenci, 2008):

"The degree of semantic similarity between two linguistic expressions A and B is a function of the

similarity of the linguistic contexts in which A and B can appear."

The notion of similarity is of high importance in distributional approaches. Two expres-

sions that appear in exactly the same contexts would thus be considered to have identical

meaning. Since this is virtually never the case, synonyms are usually considered very sim-

ilar, as they appear in a high number of the same linguistic contexts, but usually also in a

small number of different ones (Lenci, 2008).

Whereas this theory of meaning has been criticized from the perspective of traditional,

truth-conditional semantics, it has been welcomed by corpus-linguistics and lexicography

(Lenci, 2008). One reason for this could be that research in historical linguistics is often con-

fined to a corpus linguistic approach as the main method because written linguistic sources

1For reasons of time constraints, the variations within models of the same architecture (Hellrich & Hahn, 2016a)
are outside of the scope of this thesis.
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are the main source of data. Usage-based approaches to meaning change thus assume that if

the meaning of a word changed over time, its distribution over contexts in linguistic corpora

also changed. The practical aspect of DSMs that they do not require additional knowledge

resources combined with the rise of usage-based approaches to linguistic phenomena is per-

haps a major reason for the increasing popularity of DSMs in historical linguistic research.

The following section will introduce DSMs and explain the most important model archi-

tectures, before explaining diachronic DSMs in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Distributional Semantic Models

In this section, the fundamental assumptions behind a distributional representation of lan-

guage with in a semantic space DSMs will be given. An example is used to illustrate these

assumptions.

DSMs have developed more or less in parallel in Computational Linguistics and Com-

puter Science (in particular the field of machine learning). Whereas the models emerging

from the linguistic tradition are firmly grounded in the linguistic theory of the distributional

hypothesis, the models emerging from machine learning have developed out of a need for

large-scale, accurate meaning representations that go beyond hand-crafted resources in or-

der to improve the performance in NLP tasks (Levy et al., 2015).

While different traditions developed models of different architecture types, they both

share the fundamental principle of how word meaning is represented: In both approaches,

each word in the vocabulary of a corpus is represented by a vector representing the co-

occurrences with other words in the corpus. These vectors form a semantic space in which

similar words group together because they appear in similar contexts and thus share a high

number of co-occurrences.

These vectors live in spaces with a large number of dimensions (in the simplest case as

many dimensions as there are words in the vocabulary), but can simply be analyzed geomet-

rically with methods from linear algebra, just like vectors in two dimensions. The semantic

information that can be inferred from such a spatial representation concerns the relation one

word has to other words in the space. In other words, the distributional semantic space can

only provide relational information about word meaning; it is unable to provide grounding

in the outside world. These relations are generally assumed to reflect meaning similarity and

relatedness as distances (more specifically differences in vector directions) between words.

The architectures developed in the field of machine learning are heavily influenced by

neural networks. The former are known as ‘count-models’, because they record co-occurrence

counts in the corpus and the latter are often referred to as ‘predict-models’ because they learn
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accurate representations by predicting the target word or its context (Baroni et al., 2014; Levy

et al., 2015). In the remainder of this section, the fundamental idea of a DSM and how spa-

tial representations can be interpreted will be explained using the example of a very simple

count-model, before outlining the most popular count- and predict-model architectures.

Fundamental concepts of distributional semantic models

The core principle of a simple DSM is recording co-occurrence counts of words with each

other by counting how often words appear with each other in large linguistic corpora. In

order to do that, a number of words before and after the target word is taken into account.

This is usually called ‘window’. The number of context words (i.e. the window size) has

an impact on the type of linguistic information reflected by the model. The co-occurrences

of each word in the vocabulary of the corpus are recorded in what is often referred to as a

vocabulary-by-vocabulary-matrix. This matrix essentially consists of a table in which each

line records the co-occurrences of a word with other words in the context window. These

lines are then vector representations of the words. An example of co-occurrences within a

context window in natural language and a resulting example-matrix are shown in Figure

2.1.

(A) Context window of seven words before and after
the target word (Jurafsky & Marten, 2015).

(B) Vocabulary-by-vocabulary-matrix recording co-
occurrences in texts (Jurafsky & Marten, 2015).

FIGURE 2.1: From natural language to a vocabulary-by-vocabulary co-
occurrence matrix.

In this example, each line in the matrix constitutes a vector representation of a word in

the vocabulary. In this simplified example, the vocabulary consists of six words, hence each

vector has 6 dimensions. Figure 2.1 (B) shows an example of two words being represented by

their co-occurrences with only two words from the example corpus shown in Figure 2.1 (A).
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FIGURE 2.2: Two-dimensional word vectors based on co-occurrence counts
with two words.

When creating such a model on the basis of a real-life corpus, the vectors have as many

dimensions as there are words in the vocabulary, thus they are usually described as high-

dimensional. Most of the dimensions of a word will be filled with zeros and only a few with

higher, informative counts. Most more advanced model-architectures avoid having such

high number of uninformative dimensions, as will be illustrated in the following sections

explaining the most popular model architectures. Before moving to these architectures, an

outline of how distributional semantic spaces can be interpreted will be provided.

Interpreting the semantic space and evaluating models

Since word representations resulting from DSMs are not linked to anything outside of the

semantic space (such as for instance glosses or other descriptions of meaning), the only way

of interpreting them is measuring and comparing their relations to other word representa-

tions. Thus, the closest vectors to a word vector (usually referred to as nearest neighbors)

can give some indications about the meaning of the target word. Usually, the words in the

neighborhood of a target word are both, semantically similar (e.g. synonyms, hypernyms or

hyponyms) and related words (words that are often mentioned in the context of the target

word but are not semantically similar such as cup and coffee). In general, it seems that relat-

edness (or association) is generally better reflected by distributional semantic models than

similarity (Hill et al., 2016).

The most widely used way of calculating semantic closeness in a distributional semantic

space is by comparing the difference in direction between two word vectors by calculating

their cosine-distance. The cosine between two vectors is calculated by the dot product (or

inner product) of the two normalized vectors:

cos(~v, ~w) =
~v· ~w

|~v|· |~w|
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This measure is said to reflect the semantic similarity and relatedness between the mean-

ing of two words (Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013). In order to evaluate the quality of a DSM,

human similarity ratings of word pairs are compared against the cosine-similarity in the dis-

tributional semantic space. However, it has not been clarified yet whether the cosine mea-

sure actually represents semantic similarity or semantic relatedness. Some models perform

better on test sets aiming at similarity (Hill et al., 2016, e.g.), while others gain better scores

at test sets focusing on semantic relatedness (Finkelstein et al., 2001; Barker, 1981; Levy et

al., 2015, e.g.).

A second, more advanced, way of extracting semantic information and evaluating a

model is by querying it for semantic analogies in the form of man is to king as woman is

to queen, in which the last component of the analogy is provided by the model. Such analo-

gies have to general form of a is to be as c is to d, which a, b and c are given and d has to be

returned by the model. In order to extract the correct representation for this last component

d from the model, the following strategy is applied (Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013):

~yd = ~xb − ~xa + ~xc

The word vector closest to the resulting vector is taken as the representation of the miss-

ing word. Model performance differs between analogy test sets, similarity test sets and

relatedness test sets (Baroni et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2015). This indicates that different model

architectures are susceptible to different kinds of linguistic information reflected by the dis-

tribution. This information is not necessarily only of semantic nature, since models have

been shown to also reflect other kinds of structural regularities, such as morpho-syntactic

aspects (Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013). Relatively little research on these differences has

been conducted so far, except for the rather broad evaluations by Levy et al. (2015) and Ba-

roni et al. (2014) and a rather experimental approach using artificially generated corpora by

Yaghoobzadeh & Schütze (2016). The remainder of this section will introduce the most com-

monly used model architectures and what is known about their strengths and weaknesses.

Count-models

Count models emerged from the linguistic tradition and can be seen as a rather direct im-

plementation of the distributional hypothesis. The basic principle of a count model has been

outlined above. However, since this simple implementation of co-occurrence counts has a

number of disadvantages, more sophisticated model architectures making use of statistical
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co-occurrence measures and higher generalization by means of reducing the vectors to their

informative dimensions have been suggested.

The disadvantages of the pure co-occurrence count vectors introduced above are the fol-

lowing: Firstly, absolute frequency counts tend to overemphasize co-occurrences of frequent

words, while not giving enough importance to rare words that co-occur rather often. For ex-

ample, since the determiner the co-occurs often with a specific noun, this would be reflected

by a simple count model. However, since the co-occurs with many different nouns, this is

not highly informative. Secondly, high-dimensional vectors contain a large number of unin-

formative dimensions, which makes them less computationally efficient and in addition is

said to weaker their ability to generalize (Levy et al., 2015).

Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI). In order to overcome the first limita-

tion, a specific co-occurrence measure which reflects how likely two words (here referred to

as target word w and context word c) are to co-occur with each other has been suggested

based on a measure called Mutual Information (MI) (Church & Hanks, 1990). This score is

calculated as follows:

MI(w, c) = log2(
P (w, c)

P (w)P (c)

In currently used models, this is implemented with a slight modification avoiding neg-

ative scores. Models created on the basis of this measure do not overemphasize highly

frequent words, but in contrast have been criticized for overemphasizing particularly rare

words. Furthermore, they do not overcome the problem of high-dimensional vectors.

PPMI with singular value decomposition (PPMI-SVD). PPMI vectors are commonly re-

duced by means of Singular Value Decomposition, which reduces sparse, high-dimensional

matrices to dense, low-dimensional matrices while keeping the information stored in the

original model. Such representations are not only more efficient, but also yield higher per-

formances, as they are said to generalize better (Levy et al., 2015).

Unlike the PPMI representations, PPMI-SVD word vectors do not allow for a reconstruc-

tion of the original co-occurrence frequencies in the corpus, as the dimensions of the vectors

do not correspond to words in the vocabulary. The relation between input data and model

is thus less transparent than with high-dimensional PPMI models.

Predict-models

Model architectures summarized as ‘predict-models’ have emerged from the computer sci-

ence tradition and heavily build on neural network approaches to machine learning used
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for language modeling. Neural networks generally learn to associate data (in this case the

linguistic contexts of a word) with a label (in this case the word) by iterating over the data

and predicting the correct label. Their architecture encompasses layers of so-called ‘neurons’

or nodes and connections between them. The connections and nodes together determine the

label the model is outputting for a specific word. By predicting a possible word based on

the surrounding words and comparing the prediction with the actual word, the model ad-

justs the connection weights and thus produces increasingly accurate representations over

the course of the training phase. Thus, these models create their own training examples

consisting of pairs of words and contexts within a specified window. Instead of simply ag-

gregating counts or statistics over the entire corpus, these models process a corpus pair by

pair and gradually adjust the vector representations of each word in the vocabulary (Levy et

al., 2015). Like PPMI-SVD models, their word representations are relatively low-dimensional

when compared to explicit count models. A number of different model architectures have

been suggested. Here, the architecture of the most widely and used model will be explained.

Word2vec’s skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) model. The most widely used

predict-model is implemented in the word2vec toolkit (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013; Mikolov,

Yih, & Zweig, 2013) and was first presented in Mikolov, Chen, et al. (2013). It consists of

a shallow neural network only encompassing an input and an output layer and, in con-

trast to more traditional predict models, learns to predict the context words from the target

word rather than the target word from the context words. Furthermore, in contrast to earlier

word2vec model architectures, this type of model considers the position of words in the con-

text window based on the assumption that context words closer to the target word are more

important for the meaning of the target word. In addition, it uses a specific sampling method

(i.e. a specific way of processing target word - context pairs in the corpus) called ‘negative

sampling’. This entails that the model algorithm creates a collection of so-called ‘negative

samples’, which represent target word-context pairs that never appear in the corpus. The

model then learns to maximize the probability of target word - context word associations

appearing in the actual corpus while minimizing the probability of the negative samples.

Known differences in performance between the most widely used model architectures

As can already be anticipated from the descriptions of the model architectures, the differ-

ences in the way the vector representations are constructed lead to differences in the result-

ing semantic spaces. Furthermore, the performances also crucially depend on the size and

composition of the corpus used to create the models.
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To my knowledge, the so far most thorough evaluations of widely used architectures

have been presented by Baroni et al. (2014) and Levy et al. (2015) leading to seemingly con-

tradictory results. While Baroni et al. (2014) strongly argue that predict models, in particular

Word2vec’s SGNS models outperform traditional count models, Levy et al. (2015) show that

word2vec’s model architectures encompass a number of additional, fine-tuned parameters

and settings, some of which can also be applied to traditional count models. This partly leads

to the same level of performance. These improved count-model implementations are freely

available and used in other research (Hamilton et al., 2016b,a). The following differences in

the performance are known:

Firstly, the comparison in Levy et al. (2015) still indicates slight differences in perfor-

mances: While traditional count-models (in particular PPMI-SVD) with the improved pa-

rameter settings tend to perform slightly better on similarity test sets, predict models (word2vec’s

SGNS implementation) tend to perform slightly better on relatedness and analogy tasks

(Levy et al., 2015).

Secondly, it is known that the generalization abilities of the models increase with the

size of the corpus used to create them. The accuracy of the individual word representations

increases with the number of examples of a word occurring in context a model sees. Further-

more, big corpora are more likely to balance out odd contexts limited to particular genres or

particular types of discourse.

A third aspect concerning the performance of the models lies in the architecture of predict

models. Since they learn vector representations by iterating over a corpus word by word

instead of aggregating statistics over the full corpus, there are two elements causing possible

variations between models trained on exactly the same data set: Firstly, the order in which

the model processes the words in the corpus has an impact on the final representations.

Usually, the corpora are randomized. Secondly, since the models learns representations in

the course of the training phase, the initial vectors usually consists of random values. These

random values have an impact on the resulting semantic space (Hellrich & Hahn, 2016a,

2016b). Hellrich & Hahn (2016a) show that model of the same architectures trained on the

same corpus with different initializations and orders of examples differ with respect to the

nearest neighbor of a target word in the respective semantic spaces. Considering that the

overall representations are expected to become increasingly accurate with increasing corpus

sizes, the impact of these two unstable factors decreases with increasing corpus size and

representations resulting from models with different initializations and different example

order should eventually converge if trained on a sufficiently large data set.
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In summary, each of the aspects discussed in this section has an impact on the representa-

tions of words in a semantic space. While some aspects are less significant for large data stets

(e.g. the Wikipedia dump encompassing 1.5 billion tokes used by Levy et al. (2015)), others

concern the nature of semantic information emphasized by the different model architectures.

For historic investigations into changes of word meaning, all factors are relevant because (1)

historic data sets are usually limited in size and distributed over a number of sub-corpora

representing time periods and (2) because one individual model architecture might only

stress one particular aspect of the meaning of a word while neglecting others. The following

section will provide a better understanding of diachronic DSMs used to investigate seman-

tic change and make apparent why the aspects discussed here are particularly relevant for

historic research.

2.2.3 Diachronic distributional semantic models

This section will introduce diarchronic DSMs. Diachronic DSMs usually consist of DSMs

created on the basis of corpora representing specific time periods. Semantic changes are

detected by comparing the semantic spaces representing the different time periods. If no

word changes its meaning, the spaces of two time periods should be the same. If word

meanings change, this should be reflected in shifts of word representations from one space

to the other.

The most direct way of estimating change is to compare the direction of a vector rep-

resenting a word in the first space to the vector representing the same word in the second

space. However, this is only possible if the two spaces are directly comparable. Two spaces

are directly comparable if they are constructed along the same coordinate axes, meaning

that the dimensions of the vectors in the two spaces correspond to the same type of infor-

mation. For explicit count models that use exactly the same vocabulary, this is naturally the

case if the dimensions of the vector correspond to the same words in the vocabulary (i.e.

the vocabularies used by both models appear in the same order). Vectors from two models

constructed along the same vocabulary axes are aligned and can be directly compared by

calculating the cosine distance (i.e. the difference in vector direction) between the vectors as

for instance suggested in Gulordava & Baroni (2011). For all other low-dimensional count-

and predict-models, this is not the case.

This problem can be tackled in two ways: One possibility is to implement additional

transformations to make spaces directly comparable. Another possibility is to compare

spaces indirectly by comparing relations between words in one space to relations of the

same words in the other space. The following two sections will outline both strategies.
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Direct vector comparisons between two spaces via model alignment

In order to compare vector representations of the same words across time periods, models

need to be aligned (i.e. have comparable vector dimensions). Vectors resulting from high-

dimensional models sharing the same vocabulary can be compared directly via measuring

the difference in vector direction. If there is no change in meaning, the vectors should have

the same direction. If there is meaning change, the shift should be reflected in a different

vector. For low-dimensional variants, the comparison of vectors across different spaces is

not straight-forward. Several ways of accomplishing this comparison have been suggested,

but differ with respect to the way vectors can be compared and the model architectures they

are suitable for.

Kulkarni et al. (2015) suggest an approach for the alignment of vectors resulting from

neural language models. Their strategy is based on the assumptions that most words do not

change in meaning and thus their vectors remain the same. Furthermore, they assume that

these stable vectors can be aligned from one space to another by means of a linear trans-

formation. In cases in which the representation changed, such a transformation is not fully

successful, which acts as a first indication of change. In order to measure semantic shifts,

they align all vector representations resulting from all time periods under investigations to

the semantic space of the first time period under investigation and measure the distances in

between the representations of the same word across aligned spaces.

A second strategy for making distributional semantic spaces comparable has been sug-

gested by Kim et al. (2014). This method is limited to ’predict-models’ resulting from neural-

network inspired architectures. In this approach, the vectors of the models representing the

previous time period are used to initialize the vectors of the current time period. This strat-

egy is not applicable for other low-dimensional models, such as SVD-PPMI models, as these

models require no initialization.

In contrast, the approach suggested by Hamilton et al. (2016b) allows for a full space

alignment regardless of changes by using Orthogonal Procrustes alignment. This type of

spatial alignment aims at finding the best rotational alignment of one space to another space

and can be applied to all low dimensional distributional semantic spaces. The vectors of the

aligned spaces can be directly compared by measuring their cosine distance.

Indirect comparisons between two spaces via relations between words

The problem of space alignment can be avoided by comparing relations between words

across semantic spaces. If a word changed its meaning, it can be expected that its cosine

distances to other words in the same space also changed. It can thus be expected that some
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words move closer to each other while others move further apart over time. In contrast, if

both words remained exactly the same, their cosine distance will be the same in both spaces

(Hamilton et al., 2016b,a). If two words change in the same direction, there cosine distance

will not change either.

This approach can be applied to relations between pairs of words or to the relation be-

tween one word to its nearest neighbors in different distributional semantic spaces (Hamil-

ton et al., 2016a). The latter approach can be implemented in a variety of ways that investi-

gate changes between the a certain number of nearest neighbors (n-nearest neighbors) of a

word in one time period to its n-nearest neighbors in the other time period (Hamilton et al.,

2016a; Hellrich & Hahn, 2016a). In contrast to comparing the relations between pairs, this

approach allows for a comparison between representations of the same word and does not

require the manual selection of a second word. The strategy introduced by Hamilton et al.

(2016b) works by constructing a second order vector based on all n-nearest neighbors of a

word in the two time periods under investigation and measures the distance between these

vectors. This strategy is particularly relevant, as it is argued to represent different kinds of

semantic changes than the direct vector comparison of spaces aligned by Orthogonal Pro-

crustes introduced above. Hamilton et al. (2016a) argue that the direct comparison method

tends to be indicative of rather linguistic changes affecting a large number of genres, while

the nearest neighbor measure reflects shifts caused by external, cultural changes. As exam-

ples they list well-documented shifts linguistic shifts, such as undergone by actually (subjec-

tification), must (from deontic to epistemic use) and promise (subjectivication) and cultural

shifts affecting words whose dominant association with a specific domain changed to a new

domain, such as gay (happy to homosexual), virus (medicine to computer) and cell (biology

to cell phone). Whether these examples do in fact represent different kinds of changes and

whether the measures are hence indeed susceptible to different kinds of semantic shifts on a

large scale is open for further investigation.

Quantifying and evaluating semantic change

In theory, the change measures outlined above should only indicate change for words that

underwent actual meaning change. However, for several reasons, words that did not un-

dergo semantic change might also change their location in the semantic space resulting from

a DSM. Firstly, the corpora underlying the semantic models might introduce slight shifts

because the different genres and text types are not represented evenly over all time periods.

Most historic corpora cannot be considered big enough to even out these potential differ-

ences. Secondly, Kulkarni et al. (2015) argue that language is generally affected by what
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they call ’stochastic drift’, leading to slight changes in the word vectors of a DSM. Thirdly,

as discussed above, predict-models encompass unstable factors that introduce slight varia-

tions in the resulting representations that are due to the model architecture rather than actual

changes in the data. For all of these reasons the distances between vectors of the same word

or the relations between different word vectors might change from one space to another

without indicating an actual meaning change.

In order to avoid drawing conclusions about meaning change that are actually cause

by other factors, it is particularly relevant to apply strategies that separate model or data

artifacts from actual changes. There are two possible steps to approach this issue: Firstly, it is

possible to apply statistical tests to the results of the change measures to determine whether

the change can be considered significant. Secondly, a number of studies create small test sets

of known semantic changes or compare the detected changes to human judgments.

Detecting significant changes. Several ways of determining significant semantic changes

have been suggested. Different strategies are suitable for the different kinds of change mea-

sures. In the case of comparing representations of the same word over time (either by means

of direct vector comparison or nearest neighbors), one rather straight-forward way of deter-

mining significance suggested by Hamilton et al. (2016b) and Kim et al. (2014) is to consider

only those words that changed the most as having undergone actual meaning changes. In

both approaches, only the top ten words that show the highest differences are considered.

In the case of Hamilton et al. (2016b), this means that the ten words showing the highest

change rates in consecutive decades are treated as having undergone semantic change. Kim

et al. (2014) take the ten words that show the biggest differences between two specific time

slices (1900 and 1990). It can be debated whether taking a such a rather random thresholf

of change can ensure that all words that have undergone meaning change will actually be

found in this approach. Rather, it could be considered to define a specific degree of vector

change as a threshold for change detection.

The same strategy cannot be applied to measures comparing relations between word

pairs, since the pairs are selected in order to investigate changes in specific words, rather

then detecting changes with a bottom-up approach. For this approach, other strategies

are applied: Hamilton et al. (2016b) use statistical significance in order to identify actual

changes. They determine significance of a change by testing whether there is a significant

correlation between time (i.e. the time points represented by the sub-corpora) and the differ-

ences in cosine-similarities between the words in the pairs. This is done by applying a Spear-

man Rho Correlation test. This test determines the strength of the correlation and returns a
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p-value to estimate significance. In the approach of Hamilton et al. (2016b), a p-value thresh-

old of 0.5 (meaning that the chance that the change is due to chance is less than 5%) and the

direction of the correlation are used in order to determine whether a change occurred. The

direction of the change indicates whether two words became increasingly similar (indicated

by a positive correlation) or increasingly different (indicated by a negative correlation).2

Kulkarni et al. (2015) introduce a specific change point detection method, which can be

applied to both changes of the same word but also changes in the relations between word

pairs. This method is rooted in the larger field of time series analysis and is used for a wide

variety of data (Taylor, 2000). This type of analysis aims at finding change points in a time

series. A time series consists of values associated with points in time, such as for instance

the time periods represented by the corpora and the cosine similarities between two words

in each of the time periods. The variant of time series analysis applied by Kulkarni et al.

(2015) is based on detecting shifts in the mean of the time series. They apply a number of

algorithms in order to detect when shifts in the mean occur, which indicate changes in the

data. Investigating this approach in detail goes beyond the scope of this thesis.

Evaluating semantic change

In the current approach, the focus will be placed on investigating whether some changes in

the concept of RACISM are apparent from all types of models, measures and data sets de-

spite all the possible sources of variations. The emphasis here is thus placed on comparing

changes between models rather than determining whether changes are stronger or weaker

than changes affecting other words, even though this would constitute a valuable addition.

Furthermore, this thesis will shed light on the extent of variations between different models

and measures and the implications this may have for the conclusions drawn from inves-

tigations conducted on the basis of diachronic DSM. The extent of statistical tests will be

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

Comparison to known changes and human judgments. In order to evaluate whether the

models, measures and significance tests return actual linguistic changes, some approaches

compare the changes determined by their system to well-documented linguistic changes or

human judgments on changes. As a preliminary step, Hamilton et al. (2016b) also evaluate

the synchronic quality of the model on the basis of commonly used evaluation data sets

(discussed above in Section 2.2.2).

Hamilton et al. (2016b) present two approaches: First, they evaluate their word-pair mea-

sure in combination with the Spearman Rho correlation on a small test set of known changes.

2The Spearman Rho correlation will be explained in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Second, they test the ability of their model to detect significant linguistic changes by com-

paring the top ten changes according to the same word comparison and compare them to

human judgments on these words. Their comparison of different model architectures indi-

cates that both a predict- and a count-model (SGNS and PPMI-SVD, respectively) perform

well on their tasks, but differ slightly with respect to their performance on individual tasks:

While PPMI-SVD performs slightly better on the detection of known shift, SGNS performs

highest on the task that involves detecting new shifts from the data when created on compar-

atively large data sets. Furthermore, it is reported that the nearest neighbors taken from the

SGNS models generally seem to give better indications about word meaning than the ones

taken from the PPMI-SVD model or the PPMI model on the largest corpus. On the small-

est corpus, PPMI-SVD performed best on the detection of known shifts. For the discovery

task, the models were only evaluated on the medium-sized English-fiction corpus. As the

two tasks involve different measures of change, it can be assumed that each of the measures

emphasizes slightly different aspects of meanings. While this evaluation investigates the

performance of different diachronic DSMs trained on differently sized and composed cor-

pora, it does not provide insights into the extent to which the different sources of variations

between models, data sets and change measures can yield different conclusions and thus

lead to different accounts of linguistic or conceptual change.

Comparison to stable words and relations. Whereas the comparison to human judg-

ments can provide insights into whether semantic changes can be recognized by comparing

representations and replations of DSMs representing different time periods (and possibly

calculating the statistical significance of the change), this type of evaluation still does not

ensure that the changes are not just due to artifacts caused by the many sources of potential

variations. An additional way of supporting the results is to compare the detected changes

to words and word relations that can be assumed to remain stable in the time period under

investigation. Xu & Kemp (2015) present an approach to investigating changes in synonym

pairs and compare their results to other word pairs of semantically closely related words,

such as anotnym pairs. This ensures that the observed changes are not simply a general

tendency caused by factors outside of the data sets. While Hamilton et al. (2016b) provide

an evaluation in terms of a comparison to human judgments of known changes, they do not

seem to include stable word pairs in order to control this. They do include a detection task in

which the model detects semantic changes by taking the top ten words showing the highest

change rates (measured by comparing the vector representations of the same word across

time periods). However, as this task only takes the highest changes into account, it can be

expected that these changes are most likely actual changes reflected by the data. This does,
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however, not provide insights into the strength of the conclusions that can be drawn from

observing changes in specific words that are not necessarily part of the top ten words with

the highest change rates.

Summary and criticism: Pitfalls for diachronic investigations

As this thesis focuses in particular on sources of variations and potentially misleading re-

sults in different types of DSMs, in particular when used diachronically, the most important

pitfalls and sources of variation are summarized here.

Firstly, a DSMs can always only provide as much information as is contained in the data

it was created with. This also means that comparisons between different DSMs created on

sub-corpora representing time periods are first and foremost simple comparisons of the data.

In these time period subcorpora, data may differ with respect to all kinds of factors, not just

with respect to their temporal dimension. Hence, diachronic comparisons run a particu-

lar risk of interpreting differences between linguistic corpora representing time periods as

linguistic changes, even if they might be caused by differences in genre. Thus, taking into

account the composition of the linguistic data used to create a DSM is vital.

Secondly, different model architectures and semantic changes have been shown to em-

phasize different types of semantic information. Using only one type of model or measure

might thus not be able to reflect the full extent of linguistic changes. Additionally, it may

overemphasize a particular type of change. Hence, a comparison of different types of mod-

els and measures and an investigation of the extent of the variations between the models

and measures will yield relevant insights about the stability and soundness of conclusions

that can be drawn from a DSM-based approach. These aspects are the main focus of this

thesis. Chapter 3 will outline how these variations will be investigated using the example of

conceptual change affecting RACISM.

A number of studies in DH draw conclusions about particular data sets from DSMs with-

out considering these pitfalls. For instance, Kutuzov et al. (2016) draw conclusions about

genre differences from a prediction-based DSM implemented in the Word2vec toolkit trained

on sub-corpora (representing different genres) of the British National Corpus by comparing

shifts in the vocabulary. Despite mentioning the overall low performance on standard eval-

uation data sets, they did not introduce control words or other strategies to account for

possible artifacts introduced by the models themselves. Martinez-Ortiz et al. (2016) present

a tool to visualize shifts in the vocabulary over time in a corpus of Dutch news paper articles

collected by the Dutch Royal Library. They represent individual sub-corpora representing

decades with a prediction-based Word2vec model and visualize shifts in the vocabulary by
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showing the nearest neighbors of a word in different time periods. A similar approach is

used in the method presented in Kenter et al. (2015) Since the models are trained on partic-

ularly small data sets (encompassing around 5 million tokens), the results run high risk of

showing artifacts.

The following sections will introduce approaches to studying conceptual change linguis-

tically and approaches to investigating conceptual change with DSMs with resepct to how

they can be applied to the study of the complex conceptual system of RACISM (introduced

in Section 2.1).

2.3 Approaches to conceptual change

Whereas many studies employ DSMs in order to trace meaning change of individual words

(i.e. lexical meaning), to relatively little methodological attention has been paid to the in-

vestigation of conceptual change from a distributional semantic perspective. While some

studies claim to propose conceptual change, it has been criticized that most of them stay

limited to the investigation of how the usage (and, from a distributional perspective, mean-

ing) of individual words changed (Recchia et al., 2016). This section will outline approaches

to conceptual change that go beyond individual words, but rather see concepts as complex

systems of sub-concepts that also form part of larger conceptual systems. Furthermore, it

will be discussed how words and concepts relate to each other and how claims about con-

ceptual change can be operationalized linguistically. This section will conclude with a short

overview of distributional semantic approaches to conceptual change.

2.3.1 Concepts as (parts of) complex systems of concepts

The investigation of conceptual change, more specifically concept shift or drift, has a long

standing tradition in philosophy. In contrast to the meaning of individual words, concepts

can be seen as complex systems of sub-concepts or related ideas that can be referred to by

linguistic terms (Betti & van den Berg, 2014). Betti & van den Berg (2014) strongly argue

that scholars studying conceptual change would greatly benefit from adopting the view that

concepts are part of or encompass systems of concepts, called models in their approach in or-

der to overcome the most important shortcomings and pitfalls of less structured approaches.

Firstly, using a model of key concepts involved in the conceptualization of the target concept

allows studying complex ideas (in contrast to staying limited to individual word senses).

Secondly, this approach avoids taking a side in a specific philosophical debate about the

nature of conceptual change: Whereas one perspective on conceptual change argues that
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concepts can change in certain respects and still remain essentially the same concept, others

see concepts as something that can only exist at a certain point in time. According to this

view, there is no conceptual change, but a new concept. The model approach proposed by

Betti & van den Berg (2014) allows for tracing continuities, without claiming that different

conceptualizations of the same concept in different periods are identical. Third, adopting

a model approach is a very effective response to a widely mentioned criticism of studies

investigating conceptual change. Such studies are often accused of being subjective in the

aspects of conceptual change they focus on and thus introduce biases and potentially subjec-

tive narratives of conceptual change. Betti & van den Berg (2014) argue that the construction

of a very precise model of concepts and sub-concepts (and possibly how they are expressed

in language) poses one way of avoiding the introduction of biases. While the construction

of the models might still not be free of subjective elements, this step forces the researcher

to make all assumptions (and thus potential sources of bias) about the expected conceptual

change explicit.

2.3.2 Defining and operationalizing components of concepts

The philosophical tradition describes the content of a concept as twofold (Betti & van den

Berg, 2014; Wang et al., 2011): On the one hand, it can be described in terms of its intension,

which roughly refers to the meaning of a concept or a collection of features describing the

concept. This aspect can be further decomposed into core and margin. This approach, sug-

gested by Kuukkanen (2008), can be seen as a solution to the problem of whether a concept

remained the same or was replaced by a new one by viewing the core features of a concepts

as its identity.

On the other hand, a concept can be described in terms of its extension, which can either

refer to its mentions in a text (Kenter et al., 2015) or a set of things it refers to (Betti & van den

Berg, 2014; Wang et al., 2010). Distributional semantic models neither allow for the analysis

of individual mentions of a word nor for individual referents outside the text. The approach

adopted here roughly follows the definition and operationalization provided by Wang et al.

(2011), which for instance regards the set of specific individual countries that are members

of the European Union as extension of the concept EU-country. Thus, individual countries

are seen as instances. In this example, it becomes clear that the extension of a concept can

change over time.

As a third component, Wang et al. (2010, 2011) identify the label of a concept. They

argue that while intension and extension may remain the same, the label of a concept can
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change, as for instance the earliest organizations of the EU used to be summarized under the

different label European Community.

While some accounts remain limited to the analysis of changes in the intension of a con-

cept, Wang et al. (2010, 2011) argue that all three components of a concept should be taken

into account when investigating change. Betti & van den Berg (2014) particularly stress the

importance of considering extension as well as intension.

While a thorough philosophical account of the components of concepts and conceptual

change is outside the scope of this thesis, it will largely follow these three aspects. They will

be adapted where necessary to operate in distributional semantic framework.

2.3.3 Distributional semantic approaches to conceptual change

In contrast to diachronic investigations of changes in word meaning, relatively little research

has been done on distributional semantic approaches to conceptual change.

It seems that approaches to conceptual change fall into one of two categories: They either

take words as anchors and investigate how the associated concepts change or take concepts

as anchors and investigate how the associated words change.

Kenter et al. (2015) propose an approach to investigate vocabulary shifts by analyzing the

changing expressions used for the same concept over time in distributional semantic models

representing the language of different time periods. The goal of this algorithm is to use seed

words (in the framework discussed above best described as labels) of the concept and returns

the words best representing the concept in different time periods. While this approach does

investigate more than just word senses, it does not follow the model approach suggested by

Betti & van den Berg (2014).

The approach suggested by Recchia et al. (2016) adopts the same direction and also

aims at investigating shifts in the vocabulary used to refer to a concept making use of the

word2vec models trained on the Google n-grams corpus provided by Hamilton et al. (2016b).

While they criticize that most work investigating conceptual change does not go beyond

word senses, they also do not extend their analysis to encompass more than single words

expressing a concept.

Whereas both approaches argue that the advantage of seed words is that they allow for

the discovery of new (or old) labels of concepts, they do not follow the model approach

suggested by Betti & van den Berg (2014). It could be argued that this leaves more room for

chance, in particular considering that the model they are using encompasses a number of

unstable factors, which might cause these new labels (i.e. close neighbors of the word in the

semantic space) to be unstable.
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The first component of the research conducted in this thesis is to operationalize hypothe-

ses about conceptual change in a complex concept in a way that it can be researched by

distributional semantic methods by constructing a model of of the conceptual change and

translating it to words and semantic relations. To my knowledge, this is one of the first ap-

proaches to the study of conceptual change with distributional semantic methods following

the recommendations given by Betti & van den Berg (2014)

2.4 Summary

In this section, the theoretical background and related work concerning the study of con-

ceptual changes in the complex concept of RACISM has been introduced. Based on the con-

siderations made above, RACISM can be seen as a complex concept of interrelated concepts

whose relations have changed in the widely treated conceptual change from an old to a new

form of racism. The specific model of the conceptual system and the linguistic expressions

involved in it are introduced in more detail in the following chapter. These words and their

relations to each other can be traced with Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs), which

represent the meanings of words in semantic spaces, in which the spatial relations between

the words represent semantic relations of similarity and relatedness. By comparing such

spaces, changes in meaning can be detected. However, despite a number of approaches

to evaluate accuracy of the word representations, these methods encompass a number of

pitfalls and sources of variations in the results. In the following chapter, ways of deter-

mining whether the changes observed with distributional semantic methods are reliable are

discussed in more detail.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This thesis aims at investigating how diachronic distributional semantic models (DSMs)

can be used to reliably trace changes in complex concepts over time using the example of

RACISM. This goal encompasses two methodological components:

The first component consists of operationalizing the conceptual system in such a way that

it can be investigated by means of distributional semantic methods that represent words as

they appear in natural texts rather than concepts. This step can be described as a kind of

‘translation’ of the individual concepts and in the overarching conceptual system to words

that people actually use when making referring to these concepts. Furthermore, the rela-

tions of the concepts in the conceptual system can be translated to relations of similarity and

relatedness of the words reflected by a semantic space. If the relations between the concepts

change, this can be expected to become apparent from comparing semantic spaces represent-

ing different time periods, as the relations between the words representing the concepts will

change. In a semantic space in which words are represented by vectors, semantic similarity

and relatedness are both reflected by the difference in vector direction. Generally, words that

are semantically similar or highly related are said to be ‘close’ to each other in the seman-

tic space, whereas words that have unrelated meanings are said to be ‘far apart’ from each

other. These spatial distances reflecting semantic distance can be measured and compared

over time.

The second component address a methodological problem of distributional semantic

models (DSMs): Words can be represented as semantic spaces by several types of DSMs.

Each of the types is based on a different model architecture and reacts to different aspects in

the linguistic data used to create a space. This leads to potential model artifacts in the repre-

sentation of words and variations between model types. The part of the research carried out

in this thesis encompasses a strategy to overcome variations in different DSM that may yield

to different results and conclusions about meaning changes in the represented data. The ba-

sic principle behind a diachronic DSM is to compare a semantic space created on the basis of
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a corpus representing a specific time period to a semantic space representing a different time

period. Thus, changes in meaning resulting from a diarchonic DSM can always simply be

seen as differences between two DSMs. Ideally, these changes are caused by actual changes

in word meaning represented by the two corpora underlying the models. However, the ap-

parent changes between two spaces can also be caused by a number of other factors that

have an impact on the resulting representations. These factors range from corpus composi-

tion and size to differences in the semantic spaces created by different model architectures

to ways of measuring changes. Furthermore, even factors within a model architecture can

lead to slightly different spaces resulting from models trained on the exact same data. De-

spite these factors, most research in Digital Humanities, however, draws conclusions from

the results yielded by a single diachronic DSM without considering the impact of the other

components. In this approach, I will suggest a way to compare the results of different di-

archronic DSM and measures of change suggested in Hamilton et al. (2016b) and Hamilton

et al. (2016a) in order to (1) explore the range of variations in the results and (2) investigate to

what extent general tendencies of a well known and widely investigated conceptual change

are reflected by all diachronic DSMs and measures.

Due to time constraints, a number of choices in the conducted experiments had to be

made. Consequently, not all possible sources of variations could be investigated. Further-

more, given more time, a collaboration with experts in the conceptual change of RACISM

would have yielded a better founded conceptual model and possibly more appropriate

words and semantic relations representing the concepts involved in the conceptual system.

Even though the conceptual system constructed in this thesis is strongly based on the lit-

erature about conceptual change in RACISM, a superior model could perhaps have been

constructed in collaboration with experts on this particular conceptual change. This chapter

provides an overview of the specific choices made in the course of this research.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: The first part of this chapter is ded-

icated to the translation of the conceptual system of RACISM to words and relations as they

are shown in the semantic space (Section 3.1). The second part of this Chapter is devoted

to the factors leading to variations in the semantic spaces(Section 3.2), starting with factors

rooted in the data to factors lying in the model architectures and different ways of measur-

ing differences between models. Approaches to evaluating the methods used to analyze

change are presented in Section 3.3. This is followed by Section 3.4 outlining the concrete

experimental set-up designed to investigate the impact of each of the sources of potential

variation. It will summarize approaches to determine whether these variations have the po-

tential to change the overall ‘story’ about whether and how a linguistic change occurred by
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means of significance tests and comparisons to research in social sciences and humanities

observing conceptual change.

3.1 Translating the conceptual system to words and relations

in the semantic space

In this section, the translation of the complex conceptual system of RACISM consisting of

various sub-concepts and related concepts to a system of words and relations as they are

represented in a semantic space will be introduced. These concepts are based on research in

social sciences and humanities, arguing that the interpretation of RACISM has changed from

a focus on biological and genetic differences between races to an emphasis of different atti-

tudes, believes and values between cultures. This conceptual change has been investigated

from a wide range of perspectives (surveys, interview, historical analysis of data, philosoph-

ical reflections). The individual semantic changes caused by this overarching conceptual

change will be investigated by analyzing (a) changes in the representations of an individual

word across time periods and (b) changes in semantic similarity and relatedness between

two words representing specific concepts, sub-concepts, instances and related concepts in-

volved in the conceptual system. In a distributional semantic space, semantic similarity and

relatedness are expressed as the difference in direction between two vectors. Generally, it can

be said that words can ’move’ from one space to another, indicating that their linguistic con-

text (and thus meaning) changed. More specifically, it can be expected that a specific word

whose meaning undergoes changes ’moves’ towards other words similar to the new mean-

ing (for instance shown in Hamilton et al. (2016b)). These later changes can be observed by

comparing the cosine distances of word pairs over time.

The changing interpretation of RACISM should thus be reflected in semantic changes

of words expressing the individual components of the conceptual system outlined in the

previous chapter. According to most accounts, the conceptualization of RACE forms the core

of the conceptual system (Wikan, 1999; Wren, 2001; Lentin, 2005; Omi, 2001, e.g.). Therefore,

the concept of RACE with its own sub-concepts and instances is central to this approach. In

addition, RACE is (re)defined and (re)interpreted though a number of related concepts.

It should be mentioned that these words and relations introduced in this approach do

by no means provide an exhaustive model of the conceptualization and conceptual change

and can at best provide a sketch of the actual conceptual changes based on large collections

of data. An expert in the field could most likely provide a more exhaustive list. However,

following Betti & van den Berg (2014), this incomplete system does constitute an explicit
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model and can be read as a hypothesis of linguistic, semantic change grounded in social

sciences research. Furthermore, this way of investigating changes in what is at best a subset

of concepts involved in the interpretation of the target concepts can nevertheless provide

insights and starting points for a more fine-grained analysis. With respect to the method-

ological goals of this thesis, exploring the range of variations and extent of stable tendencies

across models and measures will provide valuable insights into a widely used methodology.

The following sections outline the selection of words and relations representing the concepts

and their relations in the conceptual system of RACISM.

3.1.1 Selecting words to represent the conceptual system

This section will outline how individual words representing the individual core concepts,

sub-concepts, instances and related concepts that together form the complex conceptual sys-

tem of RACISM were selected. The most important source for this selection is provided

by existing accounts of the changing conceptualization of RACISM and, first and foremost,

the changing interpretation of RACE. The most important changes according to accounts in

social sciences and humanities are provided in Chapter 2.

For each of the concepts involved in the conceptual system of RACISM, words that best

represent them and can be expected to be used in natural language had to be selected. For

most concepts, the words used to describe them in accounts of the changing conceptualiza-

tion in social sciences and humanities could be used. Preference is given to words that can

be expected to be used by a broad variety of people, so technical terms or sociological jargon

are excluded.

The words representing the concepts were selected on the basis of lexical relations (in this

case best described as hyponymy relations between more general and more specific terms)

and are partly based on other resources (in this case Wikipedia). Selection procedures are

discussed in more detail in the following sections outlining the individual concepts. The

selection process encompasses a number of subjective elements (e.g. selecting the words

that best represent the concepts and are expected to be used in natural language). However,

outlining the criteria for selection and explicitly mentioning all words under investigation is

a way of making potential bias explicit.

Two major methodological factors in the selection of the target words are grounded in re-

strictions imposed by the DSMs: They are built on the basis of naturally occurring, linguistic

data without the help of additional knowledge sources or annotations of the data. This has

the following consequences: Firstly, words, as they appear in the model, are set off from the

other words by white spaces, meaning that compounds consisting of two separately spelled
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words are not included as such in the model. Consequently, compounds cannot be included

in the analysis. Secondly, polysemous words (i.e. words with several senses) are only repre-

sented once by the model. Thus, polysemous words, such as white or black, which can refer

to the colors or to categories of people, are only represented once in the semantic space. The

different senses of the words are not apparent from the space alone. As all the contexts of

the polysemous words are merged into a single representation, it can be expected that the

word vector is placed somewhere between the senses (with the exact location depending on

the sense distribution). This leads to distortions in the semantic space. This factor will be

discussed in more detail in the Section 3.2 considering potential sources of variations in the

results yielded by different methods of investigating linguistic change. Polysemy is also con-

sidered in the selection of target words: Polysemous words sometimes have morphological

variants that only exist for one of the senses, such as race (two senses) and the adjective racial

(one sense). In this approach, both variants will be included, but the monosemous variants

will be preferred wherever possible.

3.1.2 Expected changes in the central concept RACE

The changing interpretation of RACE is central to the conceptual change in RACISM. Eth-

nicity and culture are said to have taken over the function of biological race as a way of

categorizing people. By investigating potential semantic changes in terms related to RACE,

I do not wish to imply that contexts containing these terms are automatically racist. This

part of the analysis merely aims at investigating whether the interpretation of RACE has

changed.

In order to investigate the complex concept of RACE, I expect changes on different levels

of abstractness in terms relating to the concept of race:

Terms referring to the core concepts of RACE

The core of the conceptual system of RACISM is the conceptualization of RACE. RACE can

be said to encompass three different core concepts of which each highlights a slightly differ-

ent interpretation: Firstly, it can be understood in terms of BIOLOGICAL RACE, secondly as

CULTURE and thirdly as a combination of aspects related to both of these concepts as ETH-

NICITY. These core concept highlighting different interpretations of RACE can be expressed

by three different, near-synonymous words:

race, ethnicity, culture
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Whereas race can be expected to highlight the old, biologically centered interpretation

typical of old racism, ethnicity and culture highlight the new, cultural interpretation (Lentin,

2005; Wikan, 1999). It could thus be expected that the latter terms replace the term race in

contexts in which people re categorized according to racial criteria.

Two of these words are polysemous: Race can also refer to a competition and culture has

several meanings as a noun and can be used as a verb. In this case, the adjective cultural has

at least less diverse meanings and thus probably constitutes a better representation. Racial

is limited to the domain of biological or socially constructed race. Thus, the following three

adjectives will be preferred when possible:

racial, ethnic, cultural

Expected changes. Firstly, it can be expected that the location of the three terms rep-

resenting the main concepts in the conceptualization of RACE changed. Secondly, it can be

expected that their relations to each other changed as ethnicity and culture are said replace bi-

ology and genetics in the interpretation of RACE. In particular in Europe, it can be expected

that culture and ethnicity have replaced the term race as a potential way of categorizing peo-

ple because of its heavy racist connotation and association with Nazi politics. In contrast

to mainland Europe, where race is hardly socailly acceptable any more, in the UK and US,

the term race is comparatively still acceptable (Wodak & Reisigl, 1999). However, it could

still expected that culture and ethnicity tend to be increasingly preferred over the biologically

connotated term. This change could already be apparent from changes in the frequencies of

the three terms. When comparing semantic spaces, in which similar and related words are

situated closely together, over time, it can be expected that the three terms move closer to

each other eventually becoming near-synonyms. Eventually, the more accepted terms eth-

nicity and culture will replace race in contexts of racial categorization, thus race will move

further away from the new words involved in racial discourse.

Terms referring to specific sub-concepts of RACE

As this approach aims at investigating a larger system of concepts, a number of terms ex-

pressing sub-concepts of the cultural and racial interpretations of RACE are also investi-

gated:

language, nationality, religion

The selected terms represent sub-concepts of a rather cultural interpretation of RACE.

This rather cultural interpretation constructs RACE as a combination of several aspects, such
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as the language people speak, their general way of life, but possibly also their place of ori-

gin (here represented as nationality). These aspects can also be seen as part of an ethnic

interpretation of RACE, which is closer connected to (geographical) origin and history. A

salient sub-concept of the interpretation of RACE in the old form of racism would be skin

color. However, since it is a compound consisting of two words, it cannot be included in this

approach.

The adjectival variants of these words will be preferred whenever their relation to racial

is investigated in order to avoid making comparisons across different parts of speech. This

is relevant as DSMs encode all kinds of linguistic regularities, which may factor into the

resulting distances in the semantic space. The adjectival forms can also be expected to ap-

pear in contexts discussing differences between racially constructed groups (e.g. linguistic

differences):

linguistic, national, religious

Expected changes. It has to be mentioned that these terms represent rather general con-

cepts that are not specific to the conceptualization of RACE. Nevertheless, they do stand

in relation to it, as they represent sub-concepts of culture and ethnicity. It can be expected

that they appear increasingly often in contexts discussing the aspects of differences between

racial groups, as they constitute rather cultural and ethnic aspects of RACE.

Terms referring to instances of RACE

On a more specific level, people can be expected to talk about racial categories by mentioning

their labels. These labels might again emphasize a rather biological interpretation of RACE

by making reference to skin color (e.g. black or white) or an ethnic or cultural interpretation

by referring for instance to the place of origin or a nationality. Since the existing literature

on the changing conceptualization of RACISM and RACE does not provide exhaustive lists

of such categories, but remains limited to individual examples, I exploit the following lists

provided by Wikipedia for this specific level of racial categorization:

• List of contemporary ethnic groups 1

• List of ethnic slurs 2

These lists have several limitations: Firstly, they do not contain an exhaustive account of

racial categories. For instance, blacks and whites and categories referring to immigrants or

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_contemporary_ethnic_groups
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs, accessed 05-15-2017

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_contemporary_ethnic_groups
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs
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migrants are missing. A full list of categories under investigation and an explanation of why

some categories were added can be found in Appendix A.

A second problematic aspect for this approach is that the list of ethnic slurs contains

a number of highly polysemous expressions that would most likely not be recognized as

having a sense referring to a group of people without context, as for instance slurs such as

apple or Oreo (both describing people who have typical physical attributes of a specific, ethnic

group, but act like white people). It can be expected that the contexts in which these words

are used to refer to a racial group are so infrequent in comparison to the other senses that

they would most likely not become apparent from a distributional semantic model (i.e. they

would most likely be located very close to other words similar to their dominant meanings

and rather far away from other racial terms). Therefore, these terms were excluded from

the analysis. The polysemy judgments were made by two independent annotators who

consulted British English and American English dictionaries if in doubt about the senses of

an expression. In order to reduce the annotation effort, expressions not present in any of the

DSM vocabularies (because of their low frequency) were excluded prior to annotation. This

entails the exclusion of all expressions consisting of more than one word, as they are not part

of the model vocabularies.

In addition, a third list of added concepts has been compiled. It encompasses the fol-

lowing words representing instances of RACE based on accounts of racism and its changing

nature that are not included in the lists mentioned above. Two groups can be distinguished:

• Labels relating to immigration policy discourse:

– foreigners

– immigrants

• Labels referring to skin colors

– blacks

– whites

Foreigners and immigrants are based on accounts of racism claiming that contemporary

racism tends to be present in discourse around immigration policies (Pettigrew & Meertens,

1995). Furthermore, the labels blacks and whites are included, as they represent racial groups

based on skin color and are not part of the Wikipedia lists mentioned above. Both of the

latter concepts are of course highly polysemous. The plural form, however, can be expected

to be less polysemous than the nominal singular and adjectival forms.
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Expected changes. These category labels emphasize different components of the con-

ceptualization of RACE. For instance, category labels referring to skin colors emphasize a

biological interpretation of RACE whereas labels referring to places of origin and shared cul-

tural heritage such as African or nationality (e.g. Greek) place stress on a rather cultural or

ethnic understanding. A simple comparison of relative frequencies might already reveal a

shift from a salience of biologically connotated to rather ethnically and culturally connotated

labels.

3.1.3 Expected changes in the related concepts

This section describes expected changes in the way RACE relates to other concepts involved

in the larger conceptual system of RACISM. In contrast to the core concepts, sub-concepts

and instances of RACE, these related concepts are not as closely tied to RACISM, but rather

form part of a number of other complex concepts. For instance, the related concept DIFFER-

ENCE is general and can most likely be seen as a part of a wide variety of conceptual systems

and could also be seen as a conceptual system in its own right. Thus, an analysis of changes

limited to these concepts will not reveal changes and shifts will not be able to reveal a change

that is specific to the conceptualization of RACISM. Rather, it can be expected that the rela-

tions between words representing the core concepts and the related concepts changed (i.e.

the relation between racial and different). The specific terms used to represent these related

concepts and their relation to the core concepts of RACE are outlined in the remainder of this

section.

From hierarchy to differences

Whereas old racism operated by openly expressing a hierarchy between racial groups in

which whites are superior, new racism relies on the (over-)emphasis of differences between

racial groups. In order to represent this this conceptual shift, the following terms were se-

lected:

difference, conflict, superiority

The term conflict was also included because it is argued that the emphasis on differences

can go so far as to imply that different racial groups cannot live together peacefully (Petti-

grew & Meertens, 1995). This notion might be expressed by an emphasis on conflicts.
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Expected changes. Firstly, it can be expected that terms expressing core concepts of

RACE (race, but more saliently probably culture and ethnicity) move closer to words express-

ing DIFFERENCE. Secondly, it could be expected that superiority moves further away from

terms expressing RACE (in particular from the biologically connotated term race).

From genetics to history as a source of differences

Another related aspect is the way differences between racial groups (and a potential hierar-

chical structures among them) are explained. Accounts of changes from old to new racism

argue that cultural history has taken over a similar position in the discourse as was pre-

viously taken by genetics. Differences are now said to be grounded in historic factors that

have shaped the experiences of a racial group and thus determine their current attitudes and

practices rather then specific genes liked to skin color. With the UNESCO Statement on Race

and Racial Prejudice, which has been shaping the UN attitude towards the concept of RACE,

and other accounts, it has been generally agreed upon that there is no scientific evidence for

human races that can be distinguished on the basis of genetics (Lentin, 2005). Hence, the

new main source for differences is history rather than biology. The selected terms are:

history, genetics

historic, genetic

Expected changes. These terms are again part of many other concepts and in this par-

ticular case probably also strongly drawn to the scientific domain. A slight change in the

relations between terms expressing RACE and the selected terms could, however, still be

expected: While genetics is supposed to move further away from race, history is expected to

move closer to culture and ethnicity and possibly race. If at all, the change is expected to be

most visible in relation to race and least visible in relation to culture, as culture and history

most likely remain closely connected over the entire century.

Fear of sexual intimacy in old racism

This set of terms describes aspects relating to the interaction of people between different

racial groups. Whereas old racism is said to have been marked by a fear of sexual intimacy

between people of different racial groups (Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995), new racism is ar-

gued to emphasize the tendency of people to live with people who share their cultural and

ethnic background. The selected terms describing these aspects are the following:

relation, relationship, marriage
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Expected changes. It can be expected that terms relating to intimacy are closer to terms

relating to RACE (in particular to race, which emphasizes the biological interpretation) at the

beginning of the 20th century and move further apart towards the end, as this theme is no

longer salient in new racism. If some racial terms do remain close, it can be expected that

they rather stress the new interpretation of RACE (expressed as ethnicity and culture).

Seemingly liberal ideologies of individualism in new racism

New racism is said to operate with seemingly liberal ideologies which trace inequalities ap-

parent in for instance poverty and unemployment affecting primarily specific racial groups

to values and attitudes of that group. The argument is that people of such a group had the

same opportunities as everyone else, but chose to retain their own attitudes and believes

instead of adopting more traditionally western attitudes of work ethic and ambition (Pet-

tigrew & Meertens, 1995). It is difficult to translate this complex ideology into terms and

relations. The following words present an attempt:

value, belief , attitude

Expected changes. It can be expected that these terms moved closer to terms expressing

RACE (race, but in particular ethnicity and culture) and specific racial categories in the second

half of the 20th century. Possible contexts are for instance different cultural values.

Summary

In this first part of the chapter, the translation of the conceptual system of racism into terms

and their relations to each other in the semantic space has been discussed. The selection of

terms is by no means exhaustive and limited by a number of methodological considerations

concerning problematic aspects of distributional semantic representations.

On the ‘macro’ level of the entire conceptual system, changes summarized in Figure 3.2

are expected.

Two different levels of changes should be distinguished: The first one consists of the rela-

tions between the core concepts of RACE. The second one encompasses the larger conceptual

system of the core concepts, sub-concepts, instances and related concepts of RACE. On the

‘micro’ level of the relations between the core concepts of RACE, the following changes are

expected: As CULTURE is said to have become the more dominant interpretation of RACE,

it is expected that the terms cultural (and possibly ethnic) have moved closer towards the

term racial. This change might go so far that cultural is increasingly replacing racial in con-

texts in which social groups are described in racial terms. The changes are summarized in
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FIGURE 3.1: Overview of expected changes in the words representing the
core concepts of RACE.) The red arrows indicate semantic distances across
time periods, whereas the blue arrows indicate movements across time peri-

ods.

FIGURE 3.2: Overview of words and relations under investigation. Words in
green: typical of old racism. Words in blue: typical of new racism. (Racial is

in dark blue, as it is still central to the conceptualization of RACISM.)

Figure 3.1. The following Section will focus on the variations and pitfalls of distributional

semantic methods. An outline of datasets, models and measures of change which can be

used to trace the hypothesized developments will be provided. Emphasis will be placed on

the pitfalls and sources of variations each of these components entails.
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3.2 Variations in the distributional semantic models

Investigations based on DSMs, in particular diachronic investigations making use of several

DSMs created in the basis of corpora representing time slices encompass a number of as-

pects that can lead to variation in the results between different types of model architectures

and change measures, meaning that different methodological approaches can yield different

conclusions about supposed linguistic or conceptual changes.

This section will provide a precise outline of potential sources of variation in the data

(Section 3.2.1), models (Section 3.2.2) and change measures (Section 3.2.3) applied in this

approach. In order to investigate the extent of these variations, a number of experiments

will be introduced in the following chapter.

3.2.1 Variations in the data

Any DSM, no matter how high its performance, can only ever reflect information contained

in the linguistic corpus it is based on. Thus, the size of a linguistic corpus, but also its

composition (what kinds of texts it consists of and their distribution over various genres)

both have an impact on the resulting models. Furthermore, almost any word exhibits some

degree of ambiguity. Since DSMs are usually created on the basis of unannotated corpora,

this ambiguity will also be reflected by the resulting models. In the case of the use-case under

investigation in this thesis, several words that form part of the analysis can have more than

one meaning. These aspects will be discussed in more detail in below.

Corpus sizes

In this approach, models created by Hamilton et al. (2016b) on the basis of different corpora

will be analyzed. Part of the original purpose of the models was to evaluate the performance

of different model architectures trained on differently sized corpora, namely the full English

Google n-grams corpus, the fiction part of the English n-grams corpus and the Corpus of

Historic American English (COHA). In general, it is expected that bigger corpora yield more

accurate models as the number of contexts of a word the model ‘sees’ is sufficient to reflect

its use in the language. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the corpus sizes.

Corpus number of words time
COHA 420 million 1810-2010

Google n-grams all 850 billion 1505-2006
Google n-grams

fiction
75 billion 1579-2009

TABLE 3.1: Overview of corpus sizes.
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The entire corpora vary in the time spans they encompass. Since this approach makes

use of DSMs trained on time slices encompassing decades, the sizes of the decade sub-

corpora are particularly relevant for the qualities of the resulting models. Table 3.2 provides

an overview of the time sizes of the sub-corpora representing the time periods of the 20th

century, which will be investigated in this approach.

decade COHA Google all Google fiction
1900 22541232 13468561588 1109545496
1910 22655252 12564627713 925878673
1920 25632411 11988139041 1141164849
1930 24413247 11556110346 1086837283
1940 24144478 11653808838 1035617528
1950 24398180 17684223125 1636914344
1960 23927982 31951305299 2267797594
1970 23769305 41978793014 3135857069
1980 25178952 54316937799 6369384942
1990 27877340 82491900993 11317857233

TABLE 3.2: Corpus sizes per decade

Several aspects can be observed: Firstly, it can be seen that the full Google n-gram cor-

pus contains the largest sub-corpora, while the COHA sub-corpora constitute the smallest

ones. In general, it is said that larger data sets used to create DSMs result in more accu-

rate representations, as there are more examples of words and their contexts. In small data

sets, DSMs run risk of creating inaccurate word representations based on a number of odd

word-context pairs that would be overruled by a large number of word-context pairs that

are actually representative of the meaning f the word in large corpora. The performance of

the different types of DSMs crucially depends on corpus size: Whereas the learning-based

SGNSs model is said to perform best on large data sets, a variant of a count-based model

usually performs best on smaller data sets. As discussed in Chapter 2, this is also true for

the ability of the models to detect semantic change (Hamilton et al., 2016b).

Secondly, the COHA sub-corpora remain most stable in size, while the different sub-

corpora in the two Google n-gram corpora exhibit a comparatively high degree of variation.

This indicated that the DSMs representing individual time periods of the n-gram corpora

may vary in quality.

Corpus composition and possible genre-dependent variations

In addition to sizes, the corpora vary with respect to the different genres they represent

and their distribution over the sub-corpora. The corpus composition can be problematic

with respect to accurate representations of word meaning and accurate reflections of change.

Table 3.3 provides an overview of the genre distributions in the three corpora.
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Corpus composition

COHA genre-balanced

Google n-grams all
Google books of all

genres, not
balanced evenly

Google n-grams
fiction

Google books
fiction

TABLE 3.3: Overview of corpora.

With respect to meaning representations, corpora that are limited to one particular genre

run risk of not being representative of the full range of contexts a word can appear in and

of containing a limited selection of the vocabulary. This risk decreases with increasing size.

In this approach, this problem affects the Google n-gram fiction corpus, but can be expected

to be comparatively unproblematic for two reasons: Firstly, fiction can be expected to be

relatively representative of every-day language use and thus provides a good source for the

investigation of conceptual change in a concept that is largely constructed and interpreted

via ever-day discourse. Secondly, the Google n-gram fiction corpus is comparatively large.

With respect to change, it has to be kept in mind that diachronic DSMs are always based

on the underlying principle of comparing two distributional semantic spaces created on the

basis of two corpora that are ideally representative of two time periods. Thus, measures

comparing the two spaces simply reflect differences in the corpora. Even though the corpora

might be representative of different time periods, differences between them might be due to

other aspects than linguistic change. If the corpora encompass different genre distributions,

the resulting changes are most likely more indicative of differences in word meaning and use

between genres than historic periods. In this approach, this affects the full English Google

n-grams corpus. As argued in Pechenick et al. (2015), the full Google n-gram corpus exhibits

rather drastic differences in genre-distributions between decades. In particular, a sudden

increase of scientific literature in the 1950s has been observed, leading to a bias towards sci-

entific vocabulary and scientific meanings of words with meanings in more than one genre.

The fiction part of the Google n-grams corpus is not affected by these phenomena of bias

observed in the full corpus. When investigating historic change in the full English Google

n-grams corpus, the possibility of shifts between genres rather than true historic shifts has

to be taken into account.

While COHA is the smallest corpus, it exhibits the best balance between genres. How-

ever, due to the size difference between Google n-grams fiction and COHA, it is questionable

whether COHA is indeed more representative.
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3.2.2 Variations caused by the model architectures

A second source of possible variation between results is caused by the model architectures,

which emphasize slightly different aspects of the semantic information encoded in the distri-

bution. In this approach, three different types of models will be used to investigate the same

conceptual changes. The three model types have all been shown to yield slightly different

results. Furthermore, their performance depends on corpus sizes. In this approach, this

dependence will also be investigated, as vectors of all three model types have been created

with each of the three corpora introduced above.

In this approach, diachronic DSMs created with three different model architectures (in-

troduced in Chapter 2) by Hamilton et al. (2016b) will be investigated, encompassing one

predict-model and two count models outlined below. The architecture of the predict model

is inspired by neural networks, while the architectures of the count models work by count-

ing word co-occurrences and calculating statistics. The predict model used in this approach

is the widely used Skip Gram (SGNS) model with Negative Sampling implemented in the

Word2vec toolbox. The implementation is publicly available and can be used relatively eas-

ily to create a distributional semantic representation of any collection of texts. The two count

models are the Positive Pointwise Mutual Information score (PPMI) model, which builds

vector representations by calculating how likely two words are to co-occur and its variant

with reduced dimensions by means of an algorithm called Singular Value Decomposition

(PPMI-SVD). For all data sets, the following preprocessing steps were taken: In order to en-

sure that the words in the vocabulary appear in enough contexts, only the top 100 000 words

were included in the vocabularies of the models created on the basis of the Google corpora

and the top 50 000 for COHA (by average frequency). For all model types, a context win-

dow of five words before and after the target word was defined. This contextual window

determines how much of the linguistic context of a word is taken into account by the model.

The settings recommended in Levy et al. (2015) for each of the model types were used. The

characteristics of the semantic spaces resulting from each of these model architectures are

outlined below.

Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI)

One type of diachronic DSM is created on the basis of PPMI models of each decade in

each of the three corpora. This model is constructed by aggregating PPMI statistics for

all vocabulary-context co-occurrences within the five word window. The model consists of

sparse, high-dimensional vectors that are argued to have a rather low ability of generaliza-

tion and perform rather lowest in the evaluation of different diachronic DSMs in Hamilton
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et al. (2016b). Furthermore, in discovering new shifts from the data task, the PPMI model

is most likely to return shifts for words whose contexts have shifted slightly, but would

not be classified as real meaning shifts. This is due to its tendency to overemphasize rare

co-occurrences. In the evaluation of synchronic DSMs conducted by Levy et al. (2015), the

PPMI model with the best configurations (i.e. the settings applied here) performs highest on

the relatedness component of the SimLex data set (Hill et al., 2016), but comparatively low

on all other test sets. This model architecture is, however, still attractive for some types of

research, as it allows a direct reconstruction of word distributions in the underlying corpus.

In other words, there is a direct link between co-occurrence frequencies in the corpus and

the resulting vector representations. Thus, this model architecture is most transparent.

Positive Mutual Information with reduced dimensions via Singular Value Decomposition

(PPMI-SVD)

This type of model is based on PPMI co-occurrence measures but encompasses an additional

step in which the sparse, high-dimensional vector representations are reduced to dense, low-

dimensional vectors by means of Singular Value Decomposition. This is said to lead to a

better generalization ability. In the evaluation of diachronic DSMs offered in Hamilton et al.

(2016b), this type of model performed best on detecting known shifts from the smallest cor-

pus (COHA) and second best on discovering new shifts. However, it is also said to be most

susceptible to corpus artifacts (i.e. noise in the data that does not indicate actual linguistic

change), but still performed better than PPMI. In the evaluation of synchronic DSMs in Levy

et al. (2015), PPMI-SVD performs highest on similarity data sets, but is outperformed by the

word2vec predict-model on analogy tasks. The advantage of a PPMI-SVD model is that due

to its count-model architecture, it does not encompass unstable elements, but still performs

better than the transparent, high-dimensional PPMI model.

Skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS)

The predict SGNS model implemented in the Word2vec toolkit is generally seen as the best-

performing DSM (Baroni et al., 2014) and widely used due to its availability and compar-

atively easy use. It belongs to the family of model architectures inspired by neural net-

works and produces low-dimensional vector representations by learning association be-

tween words and their contexts. In current evaluations, it outperforms other models on

analogy tasks and has been shown to represent semantic relatedness rather than similarity
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(Levy et al., 2015). On smaller corpora, it is, however, outperformed by PPMI-SVD on the de-

tection of known linguistic changes task introduced in Hamilton et al. (2016b). Furthermore,

this model architecture encompasses unstable elements discussed in the following section.

In summary, each of the model architectures discussed here has advantages and disad-

vantages. Certain applications might call for a particular architecture. For instance, despite

its reported low performance, PPMI might still be preferred for cases in which model trans-

parency is most important. In other cases, SGNS might be preferred because it of its high

accuracy and ’out-of-the-box’ readiness to be used without requiring elaborate additional

modifications and implementations (compared to other predict models). PPMI-SVD might

be selected because of its stability and rather high performance in contrast to more explicit

count models. Regardless of why one model is selected over another, it is highly relevant to

be aware of the extent that the results may vary with respect to alternative models.

3.2.3 Variations caused by two different measures of semantic distance

Another source of varying results is constituted by different methods of calculating the se-

mantic distance between two words. In general, the meaning of words in semantic spaces

is compared by calculating the difference in vector direction of their representations. Words

with similar meanings have similar vector representations and thus the difference in vector

direction (generally referred to as ‘distance’) is small. In contrast, words with very different,

unrelated meanings are said to be far apart from each other in the semantic space. If the

meaning of a word changes from one time period to another (while the majority of the other

words in the vocabulary maintain the same meaning), the vector representation of the word

also changes. This means that when comparing the distances of the representation of the

same word across time periods, there will be a distance between the vectors. Thus, there are

generally three commonly used ways of determining semantic change: Firstly, word repre-

sentations of the same word can be compared across semantic spaces representing different

time periods (indicating whether change has occurred, but not the semantic direction of the

change). Secondly, semantic distances between two words within the same time period can

be compared across time periods in oder to determine whether the meaning of two words

became more or less similar/related. Thirdly, the closest surrounding words of two word

representations (either of the same word or of two different words) can be compared in or-

der to get a sense of their meanings, as the surrounding words are usually seen as a kind of

‘definition’ or at least general meaning indication.

For the first two approaches of investigating meaning change, two ways of calculating

the distance between vector representations have been suggested: Firstly, the cosine distance
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can be calculated directly between the vector representations. Secondly, as the direct com-

parison between vectors of different semantic spaces (representing different time periods)

requires an additional step of making the spaces directly comparable, an alternative, indi-

rect way of comparing the word representations circumventing the comparability problem

has been suggested. This alternative measure constructs second order vectors based on the

words surrounding the target words that can then be compared directly via cosine distance.

Henceforth, the first measure will be referred to as ‘direct vector comparison’, whereas the

second, alternative measure will be referred to as ‘indirect neighbor comparison measure’.

In what follows, the different methods of comparing word meanings over time are outlined

with respect to potential variations in the results.

Comparing representations of the same word over time

The probably most intuitive way of establishing semantic change is by comparing represen-

tations of the same word across time periods. If the meaning of a word remains stable, the

vector representations should remain the same. If the meaning changes, there should be a

difference in vector direction. These differences can be determined by calculating the cosine

distances between the representations. Since this is only possible if the spaces represent-

ing the time periods are comparable (i.e. aligned along the same coordinate axes), different

strategies which compare the nearest neighbors of the same word in different time periods

have been suggested. Both types of measures are outlined below:

Directly comparing representations of the same word across spaces. This measure di-

rectly compares the position of the representation of a word in the semantic space created

on the basis of a corpus representing a time period to its representation in the space based

on a corpus representing another time period. As explained in Chapter 2, the spaces have

to be constructed along the same coordinate axes in oder to be comparable. This is the case

for PPMI models encompassing the same vocabulary in the same order, but not for any of

the low-dimensional models. In this approach, the alignment algorithm presented imple-

mented in the approach presented by Hamilton et al. (2016b) is used in order to compare

vector representing the same word in different time periods. The time series constructed

between consecutive decades reflects the change rate of a word (i.e. it indicates how fast the

representation of a word changes).

Indirectly comparing word representations based on their closest surrounding words.

As the direct comparison between vectors of different time periods requires special align-

ment steps, different approaches comparing the surrounding word vectors of a word have

been suggested. In addition to requiring fewer computational steps, the alternative measure
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is argued to be sensitive to slightly different types of semantic changes, because it takes into

account the local neighborhood of a word rather than its location in the full space.

This measure, introduced in Hamilton et al. (2016a), constructs so-called ’second order

vectors’ for each time period representing the cosine distances between the target words to

its n-nearest neighbors in both time periods. The dimensions of these vectors thus consist of

a union of the n-nearest neighbor-sets in both time periods, illustrated below:
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Change is measured by calculating the cosine distance between the second order simi-

larity vectors. Hamilton et al. (2016a) consider the 25 nearest neighbors, as the results re-

main stable between 10 and 50 nearest neighbors. As with the direct vector comparison, the

changes between the consecutive decades represent the rate with which the word changes.

Comparing relations of word pairs between time periods

This approach to estimating semantic change does not require semantic spaces to be aligned,

as it simply compares the relation between two words across spaces. This is possible because

the coordinate axes along which the spaces are constructed should not impact the relations

between words (if the data are comparable and the spaces were constructed with models

of the same architecture). For this method of analyzing change, it was decided to form

word pairs of equivalent parts of speech, as DSMs also encode morphological and syntactic

information (Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013). For this approach, two ways of analyzing these

relations will be investigated:

Direct vector comparison. The ‘classic’ way of comparing two word vectors in the same

semantic space is by calculating their cosine distance. In this approach, the cosine distances

of consecutive decades will be calculated. The distances can then be compared, indicating

whether two words moved closer or further apart in the semantic space.

Indirect comparison of nearest neighbors in the same space. It is possible to construct

second order similarity vectors of two different words in the same space on the basis of their

n-nearest neighbors, just like it is with the same word in different time periods described

above. Following the argument made by Hamilton et al. (2016a) that the different mea-

sures are susceptible to slightly different kinds of semantic changes, the indirect measure
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comparing words on the basis of their nearest neighbors will be applied to word pairs in

the same time period in order to investigate possible variations in the results. As with the

neighborhood measure suggested by Hamilton et al. (2016a), the 25 nearest neighbors will

be considered.

After having discussed the most relevant sources of variations in the results yielded by

different model architectures and measures of change on the basis of differently sized and

composed corpora, the following section outlines the concrete experimental set-up for de-

termining the impact of each of the variations. Furthermore, statistical measures for deter-

mining whether the variations are severe enough to change the overall conclusions about a

linguistic change drawn from a particular model and change measure will be outlined and

discussed in relation to evaluation of the changes in the light of social sciences research.

3.3 Approaches to evaluation

In general, DSMs are evaluated by comparing human similarity or relatedness ratings of

word pairs to the differences in vector direction in the DSMs. However, this cannot provide

any information about the abilities of the models to represent semantic changes. So far, there

is no unified, generally agreed upon and large evaluation data set for diachronic DSMs.

In the current approach, which traces the historical development of words involved in a

larger conceptual system, the evaluation has three goals:

Firstly, the evaluation should show whether the words involved in the conceptual system

are actually closer to each other in the semantic space than other, unrelated words. Secondly,

the evaluation should indicate whether the detected changes are actual, linguistic changes

or simply slight variations due to factors for instance in the model architecture that affect

also other words whose meanings remain stable. This is the most complex task as there

are numerous factors involved: It is difficult to determine whether an apparent semantic

change is caused by odd instances in the corpus, genre variations, variations caused by the

models and measures or actual changes in a conceptual system. The third component of the

evaluation consists of comparing the observed changes to the claims made in social sciences

and humanities accounts of conceptual changes in the concept of RACISM. The following

sections outline strategies and approaches to tackle these three goals.

3.3.1 Comparison to control words

Some diachronic studies using distributional semantic methods make use of control words

in order to gain insight into whether changes yielded by the method are actual changes
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reflected by the data set or artifacts of the method. Xu & Kemp (2015), for instance, study

changes in the relations between synonyms over time and introduce control word pairs in

order to support their conclusions.

In this approach, the purpose of the comparison to control words is two-fold: On the one

hand, the control words are supposed to provide a comparison for the relation between two

words representing concepts and determine whether two words involved in the conceptual

system of RACISM are in fact closer to each other in the semantic space than a words not

involved in the system. On the other hand, the control words are supposed to indicate

whether the changes in the target words and relations are actual changes reflected by the

data set or just minor differences between two semantic spaces due to the model architecture

or change measure. By comparison, the selected control words or relations should remain

stable or change in different directions or at different points in time. When selecting control

words, an effort was made to select words in similar categories that are not involved in the

conceptualization of RACE. Similar categories are for instance other ways of categorizing

people, other aspects of culture or other instances of social groups. The words representing

the related concepts are not replaced. The control-relations formed between concepts of

RACE and related concepts will be outlined below after providing an explanation of the

selected control words for each of the words representing core concepts, sub-concepts or

instances of RACE.

Core concepts

The control words selected to provide a comparison to the words representing the core con-

cepts of RACE describe social categories that are not directly involved in the conceptualiza-

tion of RACE but should exhibit similar relations to the target words. As the target words

can be seen as near-synonyms, the selected control words should be linked by a similar,

close semantic relation. Xu & Kemp (2015) suggest to select antonyms, as each of them can

be expected to appear in similar linguistic contexts. Thus, their relation to each other should

remain rather stable, even if the general context in which they both appear changes. This is

of course not the case if the meaning of one word of the antonym pair changes. The following

two pairs of adjectives were selected:

Male-female This antonym-pair represents categories of gender. Even though gender roles

undergo changes during the second half of the 20th century, it can be expected that the

words change in slightly different directions. Furthermore, the relation between them

is most likely closer and remains more stable than between racial, cultural and ethnic.
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Rich-poor The second antonym was selected as a neutral control pair which has not under-

gone any known meaning changes. The relation between the words can be expected to

remain stable. Even though social class (and gender) are most intertwined with issues

of race, they are not directly related.

In some cases, nominal forms of the words representing the core concepts are preferred in

order to measure their relation to other nouns (representing, for instance, ethnic group labels

or some of the related concepts). In this case, it is more difficult to find antonym pairs. As

the nouns are not used for the analysis among words representing the core concepts (where

the adjectival forms will be preferred), but rather to explore similarity and relatedness to

instances and related words, it is not necessary for them to be linked by a similar semantic

relation.

Occupation This word describes a way of categorizing people into social groups, but is most

likely not directly related to RACE.

Job This word can be seen as a less formal near synonym of occupation.

Sub-concepts

The subconcepts of RACE represent individual aspects that form part of rather ethnic and

cultural interpretations of the core concept. In order to determine whether the relations

between the words representing the core concepts and sub-concepts are closer than to other,

similar words, the following control word is introduced:

beautiful This adjective is similar to the sense of cultural describing art, literature and music

rather than a form of referring to people’s origin. It can be expected to have moved

further apart from cultural if the meaning of cultural as a near-synonym of racial has

become more dominant. The distance to race should remain stable.

Instances

The instances of RACE used in this approach fall into several categories. For each of the

categories, control words of similar categories but not directly related to RACE were selected

to provide a comparison.

The first category consists of ethnic group labels. In order to determine whether the

relation between core concepts of RACE and these kinds of group labels changed, a different

rather neutrally connotated social group label was selected:
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children This label describes a large social group based on age. In contrast to labels of gen-

der, whereas it can be expected to have undergone some changes, its relation to RACE

can be expected to remain stable. From a distributional point of view, it can be ex-

pected that this label might occur in contexts related to RACE (e.g. in the context of

refugees), but semantically, it is not directly related to RACE.

men and women These two gender labels also describe social groups who are not directly in-

volved in the conceptualization of RACE. Even though gender has undergone changes,

it can be expected that their relation to RACE remains stable.

The second category encompasses racial slurs. In this category, it is rather difficult to find

a control label of a similar category that can be expected to remain stable, as slurs are usually

connected to particular social and political attitudes that are likely to undergo rather fast

changes. In some cases, slurs then acquire a new meaning, for instance as an empowering

label used by the members of a marginalized minority themselves.

bitch This sexist slur is not directly related to RACE and can be expected to undergo a dif-

ferent kind of change in relation to core concepts of RACE. Its polysemy might cause

the word vector to change, but the changes can be expected to be different from the

changes affecting racial slurs.

The third group of instances encompasses a number of added labels falling into words

associated with immigration policies and labels of skin color. In order to provide a compar-

ison to labels of skin color, other color terms were selected. Even though hardly any color

is free of socio-political connotations, it can be expected that their meaning as referring to a

specific color is more dominant than in the case of labels referring to skin color.

greens This color term is polysemous (e.g. referring to vegetables) and can have political

connotations in some contexts. It is not related to RACE.

blues The second color terms can also refer to a style of music associated with African Amer-

ican culture. However, it is still expected to be less similar to RACE than black or white.

The control word selected as a comparison to labels related to immigration policies

describes a social group according to its occupation. Occupational labels can be expected to

be rather neutrally connotated and not directly related to RACE.

nurses This label refers to an occupational group and is most likely still biased in terms of

gender. It might have undergone meaning change in the course of the 20th century, but

most likely not in relation to RACE.
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3.3.2 Statistical significance test

Several diachronic studies using distributional methods apply statistical tests in order iden-

tify linguistic changes. More specifically, they aim at distinguishing actual changes from

artifacts produced by the method or other factors that are due to chance rather than actual

changes in the data.

One way of determining whether changes in a specific phenomenon correlate with time

is the Spearman Rho (or rank) correlation test. This test determines whether the changes in

two ranked variables correlate (Spearman, 1904). The advantage of measuring the correla-

tion between ranked variables is that the test can be applied to variables that have values

on different scales, as for instance time periods counted in decades and cosine similarities

(ranging from -1 to 1). The test is based on Pearsons’s correlation, but introduces an ad-

ditional step of ranking the data points. It requires a monotonic relationship, meaning that

one variable either consistently increases or decreases with the increase of the other variable.

The results provide the following indications: The correlation strength indicated by the cor-

relation coefficient ρ) and the p-value indicating whether the correlation is significant. The

correlation coefficient can take a value between -1 and 1, whereby -1 indicates a strong nega-

tive correlation (increase in one variable means decrease in the other) and 1 a strong positive

correlation (increase in one variable means increase in the other). Here, the commonly used

significance threshold of p < 0.05 will be employed.

The correlation coefficient ρ between two ranked variables x and y is calculated as shown

below Spearman (1904):

ρ =

∑

i (xi − x̄) (yi − ȳ)
√

∑

i (xi − x̄)
2 ∑

i (yi − ȳ)
2

Hamilton et al. (2016b) apply this test in order to determine whether changes in the rela-

tions between word pairs become apparent from different diachronic distributional semantic

models (i.e. they test the correlation between the changes in the cosine values between the

word vectors of each word in the pair and the decades under investigation). The results

of their comparison to human judgments of the changes indicates that all model types are

able to recognize the correct direction of the change (i.e. the correlation coefficients have the

correct sign), but differ with respect to whether the changes are significant or not. Usually

the strength of the correlation (indicated by the correlation coefficient) is taken into account,

but Hamilton et al. (2016b) only consider the direction (indicated by whether the correlation
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coefficient is positive or negative).

3.4 Experimental set-up

This section summarizes the concrete experimental set-up used in order to investigate whether

the changes in the word distribution of the corpora under investigation reflect conceptual

changes in the conceptual system of RACISM.

3.4.1 Selection of target words

In order to keep the set of words under investigation manageable and ensure comparability

across corpora, a number of words introduced in the previous chapter were excluded from

the final analysis. The selection was made based on the following rational: Only words

that appear at least 100 times in each decade sub-corpus of the smallest data set (COHA)

are included in the analysis. This threshold was used in Hamilton et al. (2016b) for the

training of their models. Thus, when discussing the results, only words which appear at

least 100 times in the middle of the century (in the 1950s) and in the end of the century (in the

1990s) sub-corpora will be discussed. For the long list of ethnic groups, only three frequent

labels were selected. Since the most frequent labels according to their occurrences in the

corpora referred to European nationalities (which are most likely not the targets of racism

in the Western world), the following less frequent labels were selected: Jews, Turks, Arabs. In

addition to representing groups that are more likely to be the target of discrimination, Arabs

and Jews also represent labels of ethnic rather than just national groups. The selections of

the other conceptual groups are provided in the following chapter when presenting the first

step of the analysis, which consists of investigating changes in the frequencies (explained in

the following section).

3.4.2 Changes in the frequency as first indications of change

In order to establish a preliminary notion of the changes, the relative frequencies of all words

under investigation are compared across the sub-corpora representing different time peri-

ods. Even though the simple counts are not as indicative as co-occurrence counts or even

a close analysis of the texts, this offers a basic understanding of what can be expected from

the models and measures. Such an analysis in terms of frequency counts can be seen as a

very basic distributional semantic analysis (Kulkarni et al., 2015). Changes in the relative fre-

quencies of words can additionally be analyzed with respect to their correlation with time.

The potential insights are summarized in Table 3.4.
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Comparison of relative
frequencies

time series of relative
frequencies

Spearman correlation of
relative frequencies with

time
How frequent is a word in a

given time period in
relation to the size of the
corpus representing the

time period? (Frequency in
words per million)

Did the relative frequency of
a word change over time?
Did the word become more

or less frequent?

Does the change in the
relative frequency of a word
significantly correlate with

time?

TABLE 3.4: Comparing the results and significance of measures for change in
the relative frequency of a word.

3.4.3 Full analysis with the default model and measure

In order to provide an overview of the changes in the word representations and relations, all

selected words involved in the conceptual and the relations among them which are expected

to have changed are investigated by the most widely-used model and methods of measuring

semantic change. The SGNS model implemented in the Word2vec toolkit readily available

yields the most accurate results on larger data sets according to the evaluation conducted

in Hamilton et al. (2016b). The direct vector comparisons are the most intuitive ways of

comparing two words or vectors of the same word. The specific components are outlined

below.

Comparison of representations of the same word

The most straight-forward and intuitive way to detect meaning change is to compare the

vector representations of one particular word across time periods (as outlined in Section

4.2.3). This measure (and its alternative based on nearest-neighbors) can give the following

insights summarized in Table 3.5.

Same word comparison time series of change rate
How different is the

representation of a word
from one space to another?

How fast did the word
change? (difference per time

period)

TABLE 3.5: Comparing the results and significance of measures for change in
the same word.

3.4.4 Comparison of the closest surrounding words

In order to gain better insights into the direction of the change (without presupposing a spe-

cific second word the target word is moving towards or away from), the nearest neighbors

can be analyzed as a form of meaning definition. In this approach, the nearest neighbors of
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the target words (the words representing the core concepts of RACE) will be analyzed with

respect in the following ways:

• Comparing the 25 nearest neighbors of the word A in time period 1 to word A in time

period 2

• Comparing the 25 nearest neighbors of word A and word B within selected time peri-

ods

• Comparing the 25 nearest neighbors of word A in one time period 1 to word B in time

period 2

This comparison of nearest neighbors is only applied to the words representing the core

concepts, as they are expected to be highly similar in meaning. The shared neighbors are

expected to refer to some of the core aspects of RACE, while the neighbors specific to the

individual words should indicate the different interpretations of RACE each of the words

emphasize.

Comparison of relations between words

In order to measure the changes in the relations between words representing different con-

cepts, sub-concepts, instances and related concepts involved in RACISM, all relations will be

analyzed with the direct vector comparison measure within time periods. The values listed

and explained in Table 3.6 can be compared and tested for significance. The same is true for

the alternative measure based on nearest neighbor comparison.

Word pair distance
time series of

distances

Spearman Rho
correlation of
distances with

time

time series of
change rate

How similar are two
words in a time

period?

What are the
similarities of

two words in all
time periods?
Did the words

move closer
together or

further apart?

Does the change
in the distance
between two

words
significantly
correlate with

time?

How fast did the
distance change?
(Difference in the

similarity per
time period)

TABLE 3.6: Comparing the results and significance of measures for change in
the relations between two words.
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3.4.5 Comparison to alternative models and measures of selected results

Selected changes indicated by the standardly used model types and measures types will be

analyzed with the alternative model types and measures of cosine distance. The models un-

der investigation are the SGNS model implemented in Word2vec and the two count-based

models PPMI and PPMI-SVD. The two methods of measuring cosine distances are the direct

vector comparison measure and the indirect vector comparison based on the closest sur-

rounding words. This comparison is expected to provide insights into whether a change is

in fact reflected by (one of the) data sets or merely an artifact of a model or measure type.

The results will be compared with respect to whether they differ with respect to the range

of the cosine values, but show similar change patterns overall or whether they indicate an

entirely different development leading to different conclusions. For this comparison, the

overall patterns as well as the results of the Spearman Rho Correlation with time will be

taken into account.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter, the results of the experiments introduced in Chapter 3 are presented. The

chapter is split in two parts: Section 4.1 presents the conceptual changes observed by means

to standard methods used in to investigate semantic change in Digital Humanities. Section

4.2 takes a critical stance and challenges the results and conclusions by investigating them

with respect to possible model artifacts and variations.

The first part of the chapter encompasses the following steps of analysis: As a prelimi-

nary investigation of changes in word meaning, it is common to compare the (normalized)

frequencies of the words under investigation, as changes in popularity can act as first indi-

cations of meaning change. Further investigations using historical distributional semantic

studies in Digital Humanities usually make use of the best performing and available tools

in order to study specific phenomena of meaning over time. In this case, the most widely

used distributional semantic model is the Skip-gram with Negative Sampling model (SGNS)

implemented in the Word2vec toolkit. The prediction based neural-network inspired model

can be used off-the-shelf and is generally acclaimed for its high accuracy. Semantic changes

are investigated by representing linguistic corpora representing specific time periods with

this model and measuring semantic similarity and relatedness by comparing the vectors

representing the words under investigation. Generally, words with similar or highly related

meanings appear close to each other in the space, while unrelated words are far apart. This

semantic distance can be measured by calculating the difference in vector direction.

The second part of the chapter focuses on the reliability of the conclusions drawn from

the analyses in the first part. As introduced in the previous chapters, representations of lin-

guistic corpora as distributional semantic spaces by means of distributional semantic models

(DSMs) are subject to a number of potential pitfalls. Firstly, variations and changes in the

data set that are not due to actual linguistic changes may distort the results. Secondly, dif-

ferent types of DSMs are sensitive to different kinds of distributional phenomena in the data

and thus result in semantic spaces emphasizing different kinds of linguistic phenomena.
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Thirdly, two different types of measuring the differences between word representations that

are argued to be sensitive to different kinds of meaning differences have been suggested.

The second part challenges the results by examining selected results with respect to each of

these pitfalls.

4.1 Analysis of changes according to standardly used meth-

ods

In this section, standardly used methods of analysis will be used in order to investigate

semantic changes in the words representing the concepts involved in the complex concept

of RACISM.

It is a commonly used approach to investigate changes in the frequency as well as changes

in the semantic spaces representing different time periods in order to determine whether

words under investigation have changed in meaning (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Brigadir et al.,

2015). The changes in the frequencies are presented in Section 4.1.1, followed by the analysis

of the words and relations representing the conceptual system in a widely used DSMs mea-

sured by the commonly used measure of semantic similarity and relatedness in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Changes in the frequency as first indications of semantic change

In this section, the normalized frequencies of the words representing the core concepts, sub-

concepts and instances of RACE will be presented. The core concepts encompass the words

representing the different interpretations of RACE, namely race and culture (and their mor-

phological variants). The sub-concepts encompass aspects of RACE stressing rather cultural

and ethnic interpretations in contrast to biological ones (linguistic, national and religious). In-

stances of RACE refer to different kinds of labels of racially constructed groups emphasizing

different interpretations of RACE. Changes in the frequency of words can yield a first indi-

cation of possible meaning changes (Kulkarni et al., 2015). If the words expressing the core

concepts of RACE notably change their frequency, it might be a first indication of a change

in usage and thus meaning. The frequencies are normalized to words per million in order

to make them comparable across sub-corpora of different sizes representing decades of the

20thcentury.

Figures 4.1 to 4.5 show the changes in the normalized frequencies of the words repre-

senting core concepts, sub-concepts and instances of RACE. A ‘*’ next to the word indicates

that the changes in the frequency significantly correlated with time over the entire century,
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while ‘$’ indicates a significant change during the second half of the century (1950s to 1990s).

In addition, the direction of the change is indicated with ’+’ and ’-’ (and can be seen in the

graph).

(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.1: Changes in the frequencies of the words representing the core
concepts of RACE.

(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.2: Changes in the frequencies of the words representing the sub-
concepts of RACE.

(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.3: Changes in the frequencies of ethnic group labels representing
instances of RACE.

A number of changes in the frequency can be observed that can be seen as first indication

of semantic change involved in a larger, conceptual change in the expected direction. Most

strikingly, it seems that cultural and culture (and cultures, but less strongly) have increased in
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(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.4: Changes in the frequencies of ethnic slurs representing instances
of RACE.

(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.5: Changes in the frequencies of added labels representing in-
stances of RACE.

frequency over the course of the entire century in the full n-grams data set, whereas race de-

creased. This is less apparent from the COHA dataset, but the overall directions are similar.

Interestingly, the adjective racial has increased in both datasets, possibly simply indicating

an increase in racial discourse. Whereas the nominal forms of race are ambiguous, meaning

that changes in the frequency could also be due to the other senses of the words, this is not

the case for the adjective.

A second striking change can be observed in the words representing sub-concepts of the

broad concept RACE (language, nationality and religion), all of which are typical of a cultural,

rather than biological interpretation of RACE (skin color would be representative of a rather

biological interpretation, but is not included here as the DSMs used here cannot represent

compounds). In both corpora, the word national shows a strong increase in frequency over

the entire century. Other words involved in these concepts also seems to rise, in particular

religion and language. While this might indicate an increase in cultural and ethnic discourse

rather than biological, genetic interpretations of race, it is also very likely due to an increase

in academic texts in the English n-grams corpus starting in the 1950s (as these terms are not

exclusively tied to racial discourse, but are very likely to also feature in scientific texts). The
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increase of these words in the genre-balanced COHA is a more reliable indicator of these

changes.

The clearest change in the instances of RACE can be observed in the added labels. In

particular, it seems that words related to immigration policies change in ways that might

confirm the expectation that on the one hand, racial discourse is increasingly about immi-

gration policies (marked by an increase in immigrants in the n-grams corpus) and on the other

hand, rather negatively connotated words become less acceptable (marked by a decrease in

foreigners in both data sets). Furthermore, blacks and whites (still rather neutral labels used

to refer to racially constructed groups) show a significant increase in the n-grams corpus.

This increase in neutral labels might indicate an increase in racial discourse making used of

neutrally (or consciously not negatively) terms. However, it has to be considered that these

labels are rather ambiguous and it is unclear what senses are involved in the increase.

The other labels do not seem to indicate clear patterns. An increase can be observed in

some of the ethnic group labels, possibly indicating a shift towards a stronger ethnic empha-

sis. The racial slurs are rather infrequent in the large n-grams data set, possibly indicating

that they are deemed rather inappropriate in most genres.

While these changes in token frequencies can be seen as a first indication of change, it is

(1) not clear if these changes are connected to meaning changes and (2) if there is meaning

change, it is unclear how the words changed in meaning and whether there is evidence for

an overall conceptual change. The following section will provide a closer analysis of changes

in the word vectors created by the most commonly used model and change measures.

4.1.2 Full analysis with standardly used distributional semantic methods

In this section, the changes in the words and relations representing the conceptual sys-

tem of RACISM according to the widely used SGNS model made available by Word2vec

and the commonly used similarity and relatedness measure are presented. This analy-

sis (sometimes combined with frequency comparisons) corresponds to approaches to us-

age/meaning change in the field of Digital Humanities. For instance, Brigadir et al. (2015)

use the Word2vec SGNS implementation to trace changes in political discourse using Twitter

data representing time periods. Martinez-Ortiz et al. (2016) use the same model to visualize

vocabulary shifts in a news paper corpus. Both of these approaches trace the location of

word repesentations in semantic spaces created by one model using direct vector compari-

son to determine semantic distance.

The section starts by investigating changes in the words racial and cultural as representa-

tions of the core concepts of RACE by investigating the changes in the vector representations,
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their relations and their surrounding words in the space. This is followed by an analysis of

changes in the relations between the concepts involved in RACISM by comparing the re-

lations between the words representing core concepts, sub-concepts, instances and related

concepts of RACE. An overview of all results is presented in Appendix B.

Changes in the words representing the core concepts

In this section, an analysis of meaning changes in the two words representing the core con-

cepts of RACE, namely race and culture is presented. The adjectival variants racial and cultural

are preferred as they have a lower degree of polysemy than the nominal ones.

The core of the conceptual change from old to new racism lies in a shift from a con-

ceptualization of RACE in terms of biological race to an interpretation in terms of culture.

Thus, one of the major expectations about linguistic changes is that the word cultural has

replaced racial in the discussion and construction of racial groups. In the previous chapter,

the expected changes haven been summarized in Figure 4.6 repeated here.

FIGURE 4.6: Expected changes in the words representing the core concepts
of RACE. The red arrows indicate semantic distances across time periods,

whereas the blue arrows indicate movements across time periods.

In this section, this change is investigated by (1) comparing the vectors representing the

same word across different time periods (2) comparing the vectors of the words racial and

cultural across time periods and (3) analyzing the changes in words surrounding racial and

cultural in the semantic spaces.

Same vector comparison. The results of the comparisons between the vector represen-

tation of racial and cultural over time are represented in Figure 4.7. It shows that both rep-

resentations have changed over the course of the century and become increasingly stable

towards the end. Cultural seems to undergo some changes in the middle of the century (in

the 1930s in COHA and the 1940 in the n-grams corpus). These change points are not in line

with the hypothesized changes in the second half of the century coinciding with the Civil

Rights movements and the UNESCO statements.
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(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.7: Changes in the words representing the core concepts of RACE.

Word pair comparisons. The relations between the core concepts do seem to undergo

some changes (moving apart in the first half, then moving towards each other in the second

half of the century) as depicted in Figure 4.8. However, neither of the changes is significant.

(A) English n-grams. (B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.8: Changes in the relations between the words representing the
core concepts of RACE.

Whereas this shows the distances between the two words within each of the time periods

and indicates whether the words moved closer or further apart from each other in the space,

it cannot answer the question of whether cultural is replacing racial in racial discourse. Con-

sequently, it could be expected that the meaning of racial in the early decades of the century

is closer to cultural at the end of the century than the two words are two each other within

an early time period.

The results do not confirm these expectations. The distances between racial and cultural

within the time periods are about the same as the distance between racial in the 1900s and

cultural in the 1990s. It can, however, be see that the similarity between racial in the 1900 and

cultural in the 1990s is higher than the similarity between cultural in the 1900s and racial in

the 1990s. This can be seen as an indication that the newer meanings of cultural are similar

to the older meanings of racial, which could be seen as a weak indication for a movement of

the early meaning of racial towards the later meaning of cultural.
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word pair English n-grams COHA

racial 1900 - cultural 1950 0.420053994862 0.4216363614
racial 1950 - cultural 1990 0.408155100942 0.4084412982
racial 1900 cultural 1990 0.354158064107 0.427022383386

cultural 1900 - racial 1950 0.262713434803 -
cultural 1910 - racial 1950 0.212008497985 0.5332332869
cultural 1950 - racial 1990 0.273983825496 0.3990721383
cultural 1900 racial 1990 0.241606270822 -

cultural 1900 racial 1900 0.3686111808 -
cultural 1950 racial 1950 0.4134179325 0.4161247484
cultural 1990 racial 1990 0.3889609608 0.4515135426

TABLE 4.1: Cosine distances between Racial and cultural within and across
time periods (‘-’ indicates that one of the words is not part of the model vo-

cabulary).

The comparisons of the word vectors so far have only provided limited information

about the directions of the changes. The following section provides comparisons of the

words surrounding the two target concepts.

Comparison of nearest neighbors. As the changes in the vectors representing the tar-

get words and the analysis of the relations between them only provide a rather limited in-

sight into the direction of potential semantic changes, their nearest neighbors in the semantic

spaces representing specific time periods are analyzed in more detail. In order to provide

a richer account of potential changes, the 25 nearest neighbors of the two adjectives racial

and cultural are compared at the beginning, the middle and the end of the century as well

as across these time periods in the large n-grams corpus. The neighbors are represented in

word clouds showing the words that are part of both neighbor groups of the target words

in purple and bold, while the words that are only part of one of the neighbor groups are

depicted in smaller font and blue or red.

(A) Racial in 1900 (red)
and 1950 (blue) and both

periods (purple).

(B) Racial in 1950 (red)
and 1990 (blue) and
both periods (purple).

FIGURE 4.9: Nearest neighbors of racial across time periods
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(A) Cultural in 1900 (red)
and 1950 (blue) and both

periods (purple).

(B) Cultural in 1950 (red)
and 1990 (blue) and
both periods (purple).

FIGURE 4.10: Nearest neighbors of cultural across time periods.

(A) 1900. (B) 1950.

(C) 1990.

FIGURE 4.11: Nearest neighbors of cultural (in red), racial (in blue) and both
words (in purple).

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the nearest neighbors of racial and cultural, respectively com-

pared between the beginning and middle and middle and end of the century. This can

provide some insights into the direction of the meaning change (indicated by the changes in

the vector representations shown above). What can be seen at first glance is that the group

of overlapping words (i.e. words featuring in both nearest neighbor groups) is much larger

when comparing the 1950s to the 1990s than when comparing the 1900 to the 1950s, indicat-

ing that the words changed more in the first half than in the second half of the century.

When considering the nearest neighbors of cultural and racial in within the 1900s, 1950s
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(A) Racial in 1900 (red),
cultural in 1950 (blue)
and both words and pe-

riods (purple).

(B) Racial in 1950 (red),
cultural in 1990 (blue)
and both words and pe-

riods (purple).

(C) Racial in 1900 (red),
cultural in 1990 (blue)
and both words and pe-

riods (purple).

FIGURE 4.12: Nearest neighbors of cultural and racial across time periods.

and 1990s, it can be seen that the number of overlapping words decreases (from 9 to 6), in-

dicating that the words did move in different directions. The decrease is bigger during the

second half of the century (from 8 to 6). When considering the distribution in the 1990s, it

does indeed seem that racial is more drawn to contexts that could be expected to be criti-

cal of racist ideologies (e.g. segregations, racism, discrimination, ethnocentrism) while cultural

seems to have turned into the adjective used to describe the composition of social groups

(e.g. demographic, linguistic, economic). Some of the neighbors indicating a use of racial that

seems to be critical of racist ideologies can already be detected in the 1950s (e.g. intolerance,

discrimination, possibly stereotypes).

Figure 4.12 shows the developments of the nearest neighbors of racial in an earlier time

period and cultural in a later one in order to investigate to what degree the new meanings

of cultural overlap with older meaning of racial. The biggest overlap can be detected in the

comparison between racial in the 1950s and cultural in the 1990s. The neighbors specific to

cultural in the 1990s partly seem to indicate themes of new racism (e.g. historical and plu-

ralism). The neighbors specific to racial in the 1950s do not provide much evidence for old

racism. In the neighbors of racial in the 1900, physical and relationship could perhaps be seen
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as evidence for old, racist contexts. Neither of them are part of any other neighbor groups.

In summary, it seems that the changes in the relations between the words representing

the core concepts and in their nearest neighbors support at least part of the hypothesis that

the concept of CULTURE seem to replace RACE in contexts in which people are categorized

and potentially stereotyped, which might form the basis for prejudice and negative discrim-

ination. In contrast to the expected closer relation between racial and cultural at the end of

the century compared to the beginning, the distances remained almost the same. While the

relation between the earlier representation of racial is closer to the later representation of cul-

tural than vice-versa, the distance is still about the same as the distance between the words

in the same time period.

4.1.3 Changes in the relations of the words involved in the conceptual

system

In this section, the changes in the relations between the core concepts (represented by racial

and cultural), the subconcepts (e.g. represented by linguistic), instances (represented by dif-

ferent kinds of racial group labels) and related concepts of RACE are presented. Figure 4.13

provides a summary of the observed changes in contrast to the expected changes according

to the literature about conceptual change in RACISM (discussed in Chapter 2). A detailed

account of expected and observed changes in provided in Tables B.1 to B.13 in Appendix B.

The analysis with the most widely used model and diachronic measures of semantic

similarity and relatedness indicates changes confirming the hypotheses about conceptual

change of RACISM, changes contradicting the hypotheses.

One change that seems to confirm the hypothesis about the way racial categorization is

justified is the change in the relation between cultural and different in COHA, which seems

to indicate that these words have moved closer together over the course of the century.

Whereas most instances in the form of group labels in relation to the core concepts do not

show the expected patterns of change, it can be seen that blacks and whites move closer to cul-

tural and whites moves further away from racial. This might indeed indicate a shift towards

a stronger emphasis on culture in racial discourse. Another case in which the observations

seem to be in line with the hypotheses is the development of cultures and values, which is

apparent in both data sets.

A case in which the hypotheses are neither confirmed nor contradicted can be observed in

words representing hierarchical structures. In this case, the individual words representing

one larger concept yield contradictory results: Whereas inferior moves further away from

cultural as expected, inferior moves closer towards cultural in COHA.
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(A) Expected changes.

(B) Observed changes in the English
n-grams corpus.

(C) Observed changes in COHA.

FIGURE 4.13: Expected and observed changes in the data sets. Red arrows
indicate significant changes towards the core concepts, purple arrows away
from the core concepts. Dark arrows indicate that the change is significant
in the second half of the century, while bright arrows indicate a significant
change over the entire century (but not in the second half only). Words in
green represent concepts typical of old racism, whereas words in blue repre-

sent concepts typical of new racism.
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Changes that seem to contradict the hypotheses involve the relation between race and

the ethnic slur nigger. The slur moves closer towards racial, possibly indicating that blatantly

racist terms are associated with a biological interpretation of race. However, this explana-

tion would require further analysis. Furthermore, the relation between words representing

the core concepts and the label immigrants contradicts the hypothesis that labels associated

with immigration policies are increasingly becoming part of racial discourse during the 20th

century. According to the analysis, the label does not seem to have moved closer to core

concepts of RACE.

4.2 Challenging the results by investigating potential pitfalls

of distributional semantic analyses

In this section, selected results yielded by the standardly used experiments presented above

will be challenge by investigating the pitfalls and sources of variations in distributional se-

mantic studies. Before presenting the results of this examination, the most salient results

obtained from the standardly used model types and measures will be summarized.

The analysis showed that in some cases, expected changes in the conceptual system of

RACISM can be observed by comparing distributional semantic spaces over time. The most

representative words of the changing interpretation of race, which lies at the core of the

shift from old to new racism, are racial and cultural. While the vector comparisons of these

two words could not provide indicative results, the comparison of their surrounding words

does indicate an increasing use of cultural in racial discourse, whereas racial seems to be

increasingly restricted to a meta discourse about racism. Another rather central aspect is

the increasing importance of DIFFERENCES for new racism. The analyses of the relations

between the words representing the core concepts and different did not indicate significant

changes in the n-grams corpus and only a slight indication in COHA. A case in which the

hypothesis seem to be confirmed is the movement of the word values (as a representation of

the related concept of LIBERAL IDEOLOGIES) towards cultural, which can be observed in

both data sets.

These changes observed in the standard experiments with the widely used SGNS model

and the direct vector comparison measure are challenged in three ways: First, the devel-

opments in the words representing the concepts involved in RACISM will be compared

to control words (Section 4.2.1) in order to determine if they undergo different, distinctive

changes. Second, the results will be further examined in different models types (Section
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4.2.2) and third, by different measures (Section 4.2.3) in order to see which of the results still

hold despite possible variations and artifacts.

4.2.1 Comparison to control words

Whereas the statistical significance tests can yield indications about whether word represen-

tations and relations changed at all, it cannot clarify whether two particular words changed

more or less than other concepts that are not expected to undergo the same changes. In or-

der to test whether this is the case, a number of control words have been selected in order to

provide comparisons to other words that belong to similar categories as the target words or

stand in similar relations to each other, but are not directly involved in the conceptualization

of RACISM. An overview of the control words is provided in Table 4.2 (explanations about

the selection are provided in Chapter 3). Following Xu & Kemp (2015), antonyms were se-

lected in order to control for the development of the near-synonym pair racial and cultural,

as they tend to be close to each other in the semantic space because of their use in similar

linguistic contexts. Furthermore, in particular rich and poor can be expected to maintain a

stable cosine distance as their semantic relation did not undergo known changes.

Concepts Target words Control words

Core concepts racial, cultural male, female, rich, poor

Sub-concepts
linguistic, national,

religious
beautiful

Ethnic group labels Jews, Arabs, Turks children, men, women
Ethnic slurs Nigger, Yankee, Gypsy bitch
Added labels - immigra-
tions policies

immigrants, foreigners nurses

Added labels - skin color blacks, whites blues, greens

TABLE 4.2: Control words.

The comparison to control words seems to support the claims about changes in some of

the involved concepts and their relations to each other, while for others, it shows that the

changes in the target words and there relations can also be observed in words and relations

unrelated to RACE. In addition to comparisons to changes, the control words also offer ori-

entation with respect to what a particular cosine distance in the space means in terms of

semantic similarity and relatedness and thus provide a point of comparison to determine to

what degree the distances between the target words can be considered to indicate similarity

or relatedness. Before providing a comparison of the target words to words involved in the

core concepts and the relations between concepts involved in the conceptual system, some

indications of what similarity and relatedness mean in the semantic spaces created by the
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SGNS model and measured by direct vector comparison based on commonly used test sets

will be provided.

Table 4.3 provides examples of cosine distances between word pairs that are rated very

similar or related or very dissimilar or unrelated on a scale from 10 to 0 by human annotators.

The ranges of cosine distances shown can serve as reference points when considering the

words representing the conceptual system of RACISM.

Very similar Very different
corpus money-cash (9.15) smart-stupid (5.81) sugar-approach (0.88) king-cabbage (0.23)
Eng-all 0.4845 0.4705 -0.1373 0.03106
COHA 0.5986 0.4301 -0.093 0.0379

(A) Similarities of test set pairs.

Very similar Very different
corpus bank-money (8.12) planet-space (7.92) sugar-approach (0.88) king-cabbage (0.23)
Eng-all 0.2776 0.2053 -0.1373 0.03106
COHA 0.3216 0.1444 -0.093 0.0379

(B) Relatedness of test set pairs.

TABLE 4.3: Similarity and relatedness scores of the SGNS models of different
time periods in comparison to the similarity and relatedness ratings in the

WordSim353 test set.

For both corpora, it can be observed that word pairs rated as highly similar have higher

cosine distances to each other than words rated as highly related (for entirely unrelated

words, the scores are the same in both sets). Furthermore, the pair of antonyms smart-stupid

rated with a similarity score of 5.81, has almost the same cosine similarity as money-cash in the

full English n-grams corpus. Whereas this could just be the case in this particular example,

it could also be explained by the fact that antonyms tend to occur in highly similar contexts

in natural language and thus receive highly similar vector representations, as argued by Xu

& Kemp (2015), who use antonym pairs as control pairs for the development of synonyms

over time.

Changes in the words representing the core concepts

Same word comparison. When considering the changes in the words representing the core

concepts, it can be observed that the control words exhibit similar changes as the target

words cultural and racial. It could be expected that the reason for this is that male and female

might also have started to appear in different, new concepts in the 1960s and 1970s. Indeed,

cultural shows a similar pattern to female and male in the n-grams corpus. In COHA, the

patterns are rather different, with male and female appearing less stable than the target words.

It is striking that cultural and racial have a similar distance to each other as rich and poor, two

antonyms that can be expected to be rather close in the space.
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word pair Time period English n-grams COHA

cultural-racial
1900 0.3686111808 -
1950 0.4134179325 0.4161247484
1990 0.3889609608 0.4515135426

rich-poor
1900 0.375398428 0.3632848814
1950 0.3683117246 0.4889629788
1990 0.3614056052 0.4418046171

(A) Cosine distances of words representing the core concepts and control
pairs within time periods.

word pair English n-grams COHA

racial 1900 - cultural 1950 0.420053994862 0.4216363614
racial 1950 - cultural 1990 0.408155100942 0.4084412982
racial 1900 cultural 1990 0.354158064107 0.427022383386

cultural 1900 - racial 1950 0.262713434803 -
cultural 1910 - racial 1950 0.212008497985 0.5332332869
cultural 1950 - racial 1990 0.273983825496 0.3990721383
cultural 1900 racial 1990 0.241606270822 -

racial 1900 - racial 1990 0.388430351132 -
cultural 1900 - cultural 1990 0.346304873892 -

rich 1900 - poor 1950 0.338229012889 0.382752433062
rich 1950 - poor 1990 0.306253650783 0.33534947919
rich 1900 - poor 1990 0.314147988999 0.282164961432

poor 1900 - rich 1950 0.296275211018 0.332030784525
poor 1950 - rich 1990 0.324312807175 0.322046424088
poor 1900 - rich 1990 0.271775053827 0.293557534025

rich 1900 - rich 1990 0.676127524312 0.60510826174
poor 1900 - poor 1990 0.58614562344 0.65491462305

(B) Cosine distances of words representing the core con-
cepts and control pairs across time periods.

TABLE 4.4: Cosine distances of words representing the core concepts com-
pared to control words.
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Word pair comparison. When considering the relation between the words representing

the core concepts, it can be observed that in both corpora, the control concepts male and fe-

male are much closer to each other than the target concepts cultural and racial. In both data

sets, the target words remain closer than the second control pair rich and poor up until the

middle of the century and then move even further apart. Both corpora show roughly the

same change patterns. The changes could be an indication that the meanings developed in

different directions in contrast to the hypothesis that the words acquire synonymous mean-

ings. One possible explanation for this might be that by that time, cultural has replace racial

in contexts of social categorization and remains limited to discourse about racial categoriza-

tion and racism.

Table 4.4 shows the specific cosine distances between racial and cultural compared within

and acorss time periods in both corpora. When considering the comparison of racial of an

earlier time period to cultural of a later time period compared to the control words, it can

be seen that there is less difference in the cosine distance than in the target words when

comparing earlier rich to later poor and earlier rich. The distances between rich and poor tend

to be smaller than across time periods.

Nearest neighbor comparison. When comparing the nearest neighbors of the same

words, it can be be seen that the number of shared words remains quite stable for poor. In

comparison, for racial and cultural, the number of shared neighbors increases from the first

half to the second half of the century. This indicates that racial and cultural changed more

than poor in the first half of the century, but are more stable than poor in the second half.

The nearest neighbor comparisons of racial and cultural within the same decades show

that the words share a number of neighbors in all decades under consideration. In contrast,

the words rich and poor, which have similar cosine distances as the target words, do not

share a single of the 25 nearest neighbors in any of the decades as summarized in Table 4.5

and Figure 4.14. The same can be observed when comparing poor in an earlier time period

to rich in a later time period. This is most likely the result of two phenomena:

Firstly, it can be hypothesized that the density of the space surrounding the words rich

and poor compared to cultural and racial is higher (meaning the 25 nearest neighbors are

closer to rich or poor than to cultural or racial). Secondly, nearest neighbors can be seen as a

reflection of the domain in which a word is used in whereas the full vector acts as a reflection

of word usage compared to the full vocabulary, it can be hypothesized that the meaning

similarities are of a similar strength in both word pairs, but they differ in terms of the words

they are similar to: Whereas racial and cultural are near-synonyms, meaning that in a number

of context they can in fact be used interchangeably, rich and poor are antonyms, which means
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Racial-cultural Rich-poor
year cosine number of shared neighbors cosine number of shared neighbors

1900 0.3686111808 9 0.375398428 0
1950 0.4134179325 8 0.3683117246 0
1990 0.3889609608 7 0.3614056052 0

TABLE 4.5: Cosine similarity in comparison to shared nearest neighbors be-
tween word pairs.

(A) 1900. (B) 1950.

(C) 1990.

FIGURE 4.14: Nearest neighbors of poor and rich within the same time peri-
ods. Poor in (red), rich in (blue) and both words and periods (purple).

they cannot be used interchangeably because they express opposites.

Changes in the relations of the words involved in the conceptual system compared to

control words

In the case of the relations between the words representing the core concepts and sub-

concepts, the relation between the control word beautiful and cultural and racial is consis-

tently less close than between the target words. This indicates that the sub-concepts are in-

deed closer related to the core concepts than the attribute beautiful, which could be expected

to be at least related to cultural. In both corpora, the control relation between beautiful and

cultural shows a significant decline in similarity, whereas the target concepts move closer to

each other (some showing significant increases).
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(A) Poor in 1900 (red),
and in 1950 (blue) and
both words and periods

(purple).

(B) Poor in 1950 (red),
poor in 1990 (blue) and
both words and periods

(purple).

FIGURE 4.15: Nearest neighbors of the control word poor across time periods.

When considering the added group labels in relation to the words representing the core

concepts, the control words provide support for some of the hypotheses: Overall, the sim-

ilarity between core concepts of RACE and the control label nurses remains lower than the

relation between labels referring to immigrants and races. This indicates that immigration

policies do seem to be tied to RACE more than other words. In the n-grams corpus, the rela-

tion between nurses and cultures moves closer to the relation between cultures and foreigners

during the second half of the century, while the relation between cultures and immigrants

remains consistently higher. This might indicate that the rather negatively connotated word

foreigners tends to be avoided in racial discourse. Immigrants also remains closest to races.

When considering the relations between races and labels of skin color, the similarities to the

control words remain consistently lower than to black and white. The difference is clearer

in the large n-grams data set. For the relations to cultures, the differences are less clear. In

COHA, the cosine similarities between the control words and cultures become higher than

to the target words in the second half of the century. For the relations between words repre-

senting the core concepts and ethnic group labels and slurs, the control words do not seem to

yield more insights. It is striking that the changes of almost all relations between RACE and

control labels of social groups seem to change in highly similar ways as the relations between

RACE and the racially constructed group labels. This might indicate that the overall relation

between the two broad concepts RACE and PEOPLE or SOCIAL GROUP has changed. Fur-

ther analyses with different control words and more examples of social group labels would

be necessary in order to determine this.

Another case in which the relations to the control concepts support part of the hypotheses

can be observed in the relations to different. In both corpora, the similarity between cultural

and different is highest, while the similarities between the control words rich and poor remain
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lowest. The relation between different to labels of gender remains clearly in the middle in the

n-grams data set, but rather close to different and racial in COHA. For inferior (representing

the concept of HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES), different patterns can be observed. The

same patterns can be oserved in both data sets for the relations between words representing

the core concepts and historic (representing a reason for differences). Similarly, in the case of

RACE and LIBERAL VALUES, the comparison does show a slight increase in the similarity

between the target words than the control words in the case of beliefs and values in the full

n-grams corpus.

While the relations to different showed a clear division into race, gender and wealth, the

similarities to inferior seem to fall into gender, poor and racial and cultural and rich in the

n-grams data set. In the second half of the century, cultural and inferior show the lowest

similarity. In COHA, these patterns are less apparent. However, it can be seen that the

relation between racial and inferior is highest in the first half of the century compared to all

other relation, but rapidly declines in the beginning of the second half.

One case in which the similarity between target and control words might actually indi-

cate a specific kind of conceptual change rather than minor variations in the data concerns

the observations made in relations between racial and cultural and social group labels. The

similarity in the patterns is particularly high when comparing the broad labels immigrants

and foreigners to other group labels shown in Figure 4.16. Other comparisons shown similar

patterns (show in Appendix B). In this case, the results may be seen as an indication that the

relation between RACE and the broad concept PEOPLE or SOCIAL GROUPS has changed

rather than the relation between RACE and the specific types of racially constructed labels.

In order to determine whether this is in fact the case, further investigations are necessary.

For the relation between words representing core concepts of RACE and liberal ideolo-

gies, it can be observed that the distances to cultures are consistently closest (except for at-

titudes, where the relation to occupations is closer) and increase during the first half of the

century in the larger data set. It does, however, seem that the relations to occupations some-

how undergo similar changes as cultures in relation to the related concepts. Relations to the

control word jobs remain rather low. For relations to words representing INTIMACY, the

control concepts do not seem to yield additional insights.

4.2.2 Variations caused by the model architectures

In this section, the most salient insights obtained from the analysis of the conceptual system

and comparison to control words will be investigated in different DSMs. If the changes
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(A) Social group labels in re-
lation to races.

(B) Social group labels in re-
lation to cultures.

FIGURE 4.16: Similar patterns in the relations beteen social group labels and
RACE in COHA.

discussed above are in fact reflected by the data sets, the conclusions should still hold if

represented by different models.

In order to provide some indications about the differences of the model types, the perfor-

mances of models of each type on the similarity and relatedness components of the Word-

Sim353 test set are presented (Tabel 4.6) before moving to the variations in the results. The

models are evaluated by comparing human similarity and relatedness ratings of word pairs

to the cosine distances between those word pairs in the model. As the cosine distances

should reflect similarity and relatedness, the ranked cosine distances should correspond to

the ranked similarity and relatedness ratings made by humans. In order to summarize the

accuracy of a model on such a test set, the Spearman Rho correlation between the similarity

ratings and the model output is provided as a score. According to the extensive evaluation

in Levy et al. (2015), the best performing models can reach up to 0.793 (if created on the basis

of a corpus encompassing an entire Wikipedia dump).

For each model type, each of the models representing a decade is evaluated. However, it

has to be kept in mind that the human similarity ratings reflect contemporary word mean-

ings (the test set has been released in 2003). Nevertheless, the performances can at least be

compared across models (as the changes in the meanings of the test set words should have

similar effects on each model type).

The evaluation indicates that in the full English n-grams corpus the PPMI model overall

performs best on the similarity component of the test set, whereas PPMI and SGNS almost
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perform equally well on the relatedness test set. As can be seen, there is little difference be-

tween the 1990 PPMI-SVD and SGNS models, but a higher difference in the earlier decades.

On the small COHA data set, PPMI-SVD and PPMI outperform the SGNS model on both

test set components.

corpus model year
WS353-

similarity
WS353-

relatedness

English n-grams

SGNS

1900 0.5717 0.3086
1950 0.5771 0.4775
1990 0.7020 0.6068

PPMI-
SVD

1900 0.4890 0.2207
1950 0.5246 0.3643
1990 0.6814 0.5542

PPMI

1900 0.6436 0.3725
1950 0.6934 0.4983
1990 0.7136 0.5715

COHA

SGNS

1900 0.2705 0.1201
1950 0.4248 0.3374
1990 0.3767 0.3816

PPMI-
SVD

1900 0.3268 0.2200
1950 0.4877 0.3811
1990 0.5674 0.5893

PPMI

1900 0.5444 0.2590
1950 0.6227 0.4302
1990 0.6352 0.5634

TABLE 4.6: Results of the Spearman Rho correlation with the similarity and
relatedness components of the WS353 test set of all models for three different

decades (the 1990s are closest to the release of the test set (2002).

The analyses above, however, did not show clear patterns in their development. Even

though the analyses of nearest neighbors indicates that cultural has acquired part of the ear-

lier meaning of racial, the changes in the vector representations and relations to each other

do not indicate significant changes. As the nearest neighbors are said to be particularly sus-

ceptible to different models, the variation in the nearest neighbor sets will be investigated.

The analysis of variations between models will focus on the large full English n-grams

data set. A final section will summarize the variations on the smaller COHA data set. In

the remainder of this section, the following observations made with standard methods and

comparison to control concepts will be investigated in all three different model types:

Firstly, the changes in the core concepts of RACE will be investigated, as they provide

the core of the hypothesized shift from old to new racism. Secondly, changes in the relations

between the core concepts and selected related concepts will be investigated further. The

selected related concepts are DIFFERENCES, as it is also involved in the main arguments

about the conceptual shift and LIBERAL IDEOLOGIES represented by the word values, as

the changes observed in the standard methods seemed to support the hypotheses.
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The remainder of this section is divided into sections investigating different methods of

analyzing change in DSMs: First, the variations in the comparison between vector represen-

tations of the same word are investigated. Second, the variations in the surrounding words

of the target concepts are investigated. Third, the variation in the results when comparing

relations between words are presented.

Same word comparison

Figure 4.17 shows the variations between the three models when measuring the difference

in vector direction between vectors representing the same word in different time periods. In

this case, the control word poor is expected to show the least changes compared to the target

words. This tendency should hold throughout all three models.

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.17: Variations in the changes in the words representing the core
concepts of RACE measured by direct vector comparison in all models

It can be observed that the PPMI-SVD model indicates very stable word representations

with hardly any change throughout the century (with cosine values close to 1). In this model,

even the order to the stability remains the same: poor is indicated as most stable, followed

by cultural and racial.

In contrast, the SGNS and PPMI models show overall lower cosine values, bigger differ-

ences between the stabilities of the words and more changes in the word representations.

The two models show different orders of stability: While the SGNS models indicates that

poor and cultural alternate as the most stable word and are followed by the less stable racial,

the PPMI model indicates that poor and racial are most stable and cultural is changes more.
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This is in line with the general tendency of the PPMI model to be sensitive to rare events,

whereas the SGNS model is said to have better generalization abilities, explaining the lower

degree of changes in the SGNS vector representations.

When considering the changes in COHA, a smaller data set, it can be seen that the differ-

ent models attribute different degrees of stability to the words: The order of the words ac-

cording to stability reversed in the PPMI model compared to SGNS and PPMI-SVD: Whereas

in the latter models, poor is most similar or alternates with cultural, whereas racial is less sta-

ble or alternates with cultural, the PPMI model shows a clear ranking from racial as most

stable to poor as least stable. In this case, the conclusions would be that neither of the target

words changed more than the control word poor, which is expected to remain rather stable.

As the PPMI model is said to be susceptible to rare events, this could be triggered by some

rare words appearing in the context of poor. It should be taken into account that according

to the evaluation, the PPMI model of the 1990s (closest to the time of the similarity ratings in

the test set) has the highest performance on the similarity component. In this case, the com-

parison among the models casts doubt on the conclusions drawn from the standard methods

as well as the results yielded by the comparison to control words.

Word pairs

The main observation when comparing the results across different models (presented in Fig-

ures 4.17 to ??) is that the models differ with respect to the cosine values and partly signifi-

cance, but not with respect to the overall ranking of word pairs according to cosine similarity.

In general, a high cosine similarity value indicates that words are located closely together

in the space. However, as semantic spaces resulting from different model types differ with

respect to the density of the semantic space, the differences in the absolute values are not

indicative of variations. What is relevant is how the similarities of different words and word

pairs relate to each other and whether the spaces differ with respect to these relations.

It seems that the PPMI-SVD model generally yields the highest cosine values, whereas

the PPMI model yields the lowest values. In both experiments, the similarity orders from

most similar to least similar word pair remain the same overall with some variation in the

changes. The results are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19.

In the case of the relations between the words representing the core concepts (Figure

4.18), it can be observed that in all three models, female and male are most similar. In the

SGNS model, cultural and racial start out more similar than rich and poor, but become slightly

less similar in the 1950s. This decline in similarity of the core concepts is shown by the other
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(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.18: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words
representing the core concepts of RACE measured by direct vector compari-

son in all models

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.19: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words
representing the core concepts of RACE and different measured by direct vec-

tor comparison in all models

models as well, however, it remains higher than the similarity between the control concepts.

The biggest differences in similarities are shown by the PPMI-SVD model.

While the SGNS model does not yield a significant change in the core concepts, both the

PPMI-SVD model and the PPMI model yield a significant decline in the similarity of the

core concepts when measured over the entire century and the second half of the century.
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As all three models have similarly high performances on the similarity test set, it could

be tentatively concluded that it is more likely that the change actually happened, as it is

reflected by two of the models.

However, in the PPMI-SVD model, a significant decline is also indicated for the control

pair rich and poor over the entire century, which weakens the conclusions about the target

concepts that could be drawn from this model. In the PPMI model, female and male show

a significant decline over the entire century, also weakening the claim about the changes

in the target concepts. However, in this model, rich and poor show a significant change in

the opposite direction than the target concepts. As gender can also be expected to change

during during the second half of the century, the comparison to rich and poor should be

given more importance. Furthermore, none of the control concepts show significant changes

in the second half, most likely indicating that racial and cultural did indeed move further

apart. This is not in line with the original hypothesis that racial and cultural moved closer

together. It could, however, be speculated that cultural has not just moved closer to racial,

but actually replaced it. The nearest neighbor analysis with the default models and measures

provides some indications for this.

For the relations between the words representing the target concepts and different (repre-

sented in Figure 4.19), it can also be observed that all three models yield the same rankings

of pairs according to similarity: While cultural and racial seem to be similarly close to differ-

ent, the gender adjective female is further away. While cultural and racial are closer together

than racial and different in the last decades of the century in the SGNS and PPMI-SVD mod-

els, the PPMI model indicates that racial and different are closest. However, the differences

between the similarities are much smaller in the PPMI model than in the other two models.

The biggest differences are indicated by the PPMI-SVD model.

With respect to significance, the models provide different and partly contradictory ac-

counts: The changes in the relations between cultural and different are only significant in the

PPMI model, which indicates a decline over the entire century. In this model, the control

pair different and female show the same change. For racial and different, the SVD-PPMI model

indicates a significant decline, while the PPMI model indicates a significant increase. These

variations most likely indicate that the changes in the relations between the core concepts

and different are not reflected by the data set.

In COHA, the variations between the models mainly seem to lead to differences in the

absolute cosine values between word pairs rather than affecting the ration of cosine distances

between each other or leading to different patterns of change. This means more similar pairs

still have higher cosine similarities than less similar pairs. The patterns of change do not
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differ extensively. The differences in the results of the Spearman Rho correlation with time

concern significance rather than direction of the change.

Nearest neighbors

As argued by Hellrich & Hahn (2016a), the nearest neighbors of a word are particularly sus-

ceptible to variations, which is confirmed by the observations made here. Whereas Hellrich

& Hahn (2016a) only compare the closest nearest neighbor and determine wide variations

in predict models of the same architecture, here, the top 25 neighbors are compared without

taking their similarity ranks into account. Table 4.7 shows the number of shared neighbors

of racial and cultural across models of different types in three different time periods. It is

striking that the numbers of shared neighbors out of 25 in total is consistently not higher

than 5. Figure 4.20 visualizes the neighbors of racial in 1900 in all three models.

word year all models
SGNS and
PPMI-SVD

SGNS and
PPMI

PPMI and
PPMI-SVD

racial

1900 2 12 2 2
1950 4 15 6 5
1990 2 12 3 3

cultural

1900 3 12 3 8
1950 5 13 5 6
1990 2 10 3 2

TABLE 4.7: Number of nearest neighbors shared between models of differ-
ent types created on sub-corpora of the full English Google n-grams corpus

representing the 1900s, 1950s and 1990s.

(A) English n-grams

FIGURE 4.20: Shared nearest neighbors of racial among the three different
models in the English n-grams corpus in 1900.

Table 4.8 provides a summary of the neighbors shared among all model types in three

decades. It can be seen that for racial, cultural and ethnic are part of the shared neighbors in
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1900 1950 1990

cultural stereotypes discrimination
ethnic ethnic segregation

backgrounds
discrimination

(A) Nearest neighbors of racial shared between mod-
els of different types created on sub-corpora of the full
English Google n-grams corpus representing the 1900s,

1950s and 1990s.

1900 1950 1990

racial socio socio
morphological racial ethno

economic social
backgrounds

ethnic

(B) Nearest neighbors of cultural shared between mod-
els of different types created on sub-corpora of COHA

representing the 1900s, 1950s and 1990s.

TABLE 4.8: Shared nearest neighbors between different model types.

1900 and ethnic in 1950, but no longer in 1990. The two neighboring words in 1990 could

be seen as an indication for a meta-discourse about race (rather than racial discourse) as the

new domain of racial. Whereas this indicates that racial and cultural were already close to

each other in the beginning of the century, it confirms the expectation that racial is increas-

ingly confined to a meta-discourse about racism, rather than contexts of racial categorization.

Some neighbors in the 1950s (stereotypes and discrimination) seem to indicate this tendency.

Vice-versa, it can be seen that racial was part of the shared nearest neighbors of cultural in

1910 and 1950, but no longer in 1990. The only two remaining words are socio and ethno,

possibly indicating contexts in which social groups are constructed (rather than a meta-

discourse on racism).

4.2.3 Impact of a different measure

As outlined in Chapters 2 and 3, the cosine distance between word representations can be

compared in different ways. The intuitive and straight-forward method is to calculate the

cosine distance between two representations. This is the method that has been employed in

all of the experiments outlined so far. An alternative way of comparing word representa-

tions works by comparing the distances of the target representations to a selected number

of nearest neighbors. This is done by constructing so-called second-order vector represen-

tations whose dimensions correspond to the union of n-nearest neighbors of the target rep-

resentations. The respective values consist of the cosine distances between the target rep-

resentation and the respective nearest neighbor. This method has originally been used to

circumvent the problem of spatial alignment when comparing vector representations across
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time periods (i.e. across semantic spaces). Hamilton et al. (2016a), however, show that these

measures, termed ‘global’ versus ‘local’ are sensitive to different kinds of semantic change.

Whereas the standard full vector comparison takes the relation of the word vector to the full

space into account, the ’local’ indirect comparison based on a selected number of nearest

surrounding words of the target words places more emphasis on the local neighborhood of

the target words in the space. They show that the former measure tends to detect general

linguistic changes affecting words whose meaning changed with respect to the entire vo-

cabulary, whereas the latter tends to recognize words that change with respect to distinct

lexical fields (such as cell, which moved from a biological context to the context of phones

and communication).

Thus, these measures are expected to show different results in the experiments of this

thesis. Hamilton et al. (2016a) only used the alternative indirect vector comparison for com-

paring representations of the same word over time. Here, the measure will also be tested

on comparing different words within the same time periods. Overall, however, it can be ob-

served that the impact of the alternative indirect nearest neighbor measure is much smaller

than the impact of a different model type. Some variations can be observed in the measures

comparing representations of the same word across time periods. The variations remain low

when tested on the smaller COHA.

Same word comparison

When comparing the different measure variants in order to determine if the meaning of a

word changed from one decade to the next, some patterns can be observed. Figures 4.21 to

4.23 show the results of different measures of the comparisons of vectors representing words

involved in the core concepts.

The main difference between the measure variants concerns the absolute cosine similarity

values, but not the overall patterns of change. In the SGNS and PPMI models, the indirect

nearest-neighbor measures are consistently higher than the direct vector comparisons. In

the PPMI-SVD model, this is less apparent. However, while the similarities in the other

models vary from cosine values around 0.5 to 1, the cosine values in the PPMI-SVD model

are all comparatively high (between 0.90 and 1). In the PPMI model, it can be seen that

the indirect nearest neighbor measure variant provides a much more stable account of all

word representations. In particular, poor shows hardly any changes and its similarity is

consistently higher than the similarities between the representations of the other words (in

contrast to the results yielded by the direct measure comparison in the PPMI model outlined

in Section 4.2.2).
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(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.21: Variations in the changes of the words representing the core
concepts of RACE measured by both similarity measures in the SGNS model

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.22: Variations in the changes of the words representing the core
concepts of RACE measured by both similarity measures in the PPMI-SVD

model

Word pairs

When comparing different measures of relations between words, it can be observed that they

yield different absolute cosine values, but the overall account seems to remain roughly the

same, as the relations between similarities of different word pairs are not affected. There are

some differences with respect to the results of the Spearman Rho correlation: In some cases,

the measures differ with respect to whether the changes are deemed significant, but signifi-

cant changes do not differ with respect to the direction of the change. Overall, the variations

in the measures do not change the outcome of the initial observations. An overview of the
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(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE 4.23: Variations in the changes of the words representing the core
concepts of RACE measured by both similarity measures in the PPMI model

results is provided in Figures B.1 to B.3 Appendix B.

The changes indicated as significant in the relation between cultural and racial in the

PPMI-SVD and PPMI models are also indicated by the alternative nearest neighbor mea-

sures. With respect to the control pairs, there are some variations with respect to significance.

Whereas in most cases, the differences in the outcome of the Spearman Rho correlation test

do not affect the overall direction of the change, the PPMI-SVD model indicates a significant

decline for the relation between rich and poor in the second part of the century when mea-

sured with direct vector comparison and a significant increase over the entire century when

measured with the nearest neighbor variant.

For the changes in the relations between the core concepts and different it can also be ob-

served that the measures differ with respect to the ranges of cosine values and partly with

respect to whether the changes are deemed significant. Whereas the PPMI-SVD model indi-

cates significant declines for both variants, whereas the PPMI model indicates a significant

increase for both variants.

4.2.4 Insights gained in the examination of pitfalls and variations

In this section, the results yielded by standardly used methods of investigating semantic

change have been challenged with respect to known pitfalls and sources of variation. The

results indicate that almost none of the changes observed with the standard methods hold

when tested with respect variations in the linguistic data and the methods of analyzing his-

torical change in word meaning. The most revealing insights were gained by comparing the
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target words to control words and by comparing the observed changes of target and con-

trol words between models of different architectures. The variations in the way semantic

distances are calculated also lead to partly different observations of semantic change.

The introduction of control words helps in determining whether the changes in the words

and relations involved in the conceptual system of RACISM differ from changes affecting

words and semantic relations that have not undergone any known changes. For instance,

in the case of the relations between racial and cultural, the control relations between rich and

poor, words with a stable semantic relation, change to similar extents. In addition, the in-

troduction of control words can provide a kind of ‘reference point’ in order to determine

what degree of similarity is reflected by specific cosine distance. For instance, the distance

between cultural and different is consistently higher than between other words indicating so-

cial cateogies and different, disproving the hypothesis that cultural and different moved closer

together in the semantic space in the course of the 19th century. In one particular case, the

comparison the control words could yield indications for patterns of conceptual change that

have not been part of the original investigation: The comparison of the relations between

RACE and social group labels provides indications that the overall relation between RACE

and PEOPLE has changed. This initial observation needs further investigations and might

yield new insights into the conceptual change of RACISM. Furthermore, the development

of the semantic closeness between monosymous words (e.g. referring to social groups) and

polysemous words (e.g. race) might yield insights into the dominance of the word senses

involved in the latter.

The comparison of target words to control words yields particularly interesting insights

about two different types of semantic changes: Whereas both word pairs show similar

ranges of cosine similarities in the SGNS model, they differ with respect to the nearest neigh-

bors they share out of the 25 nearest neighbors. Whereas racial and cultural share between

6 and 9 words in each of the decades under investigation, rich and poor share none. This

could have two explanations: On the one hand, it could be argued that the two words have

usage patterns when compared to the entire semantic space, but differ with regard to their

immediate surrounding words because they express opposites. The word pair is connected

by the semantic relation of antonymy. Thus, the words most similar to each of the words do

not overlap because they also express very different concepts. On the other hand, this could

be due to differences in the density of the space surrounding the words involved in each of

the word pairs.

The comparisons to results yielded by different model and measure types also impacted
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the conclusions about semantic changes reflected by the data sets. The most extensive vari-

ations are caused by the model architectures. This became particularly apparent when com-

paring the representations of the same word over time with models of different architectures.

In the case of cultural and racial as major representations of the core concepts involved in the

conceptualization of RACISM, the other models indicate a change that has not clearly been

apparent from the standardly used model. The latter change is also indicated by changes

in the token frequencies and apparent from the alternative semantic distance measures as

well as the standardly used ones. In other cases in which word pair distances are compared

across time periods, the models also differ as to whether changes are seen to significantly

correlate with time.

A second area in which the variations between model types become particularly apparent

is the comparison of the closest surrounding words. In order to examine the extent of the

variations, the closest surrounding words of a target word were compared across models of

different architectures (representing the same data). Out of the 25 closest words, the models

never shared more than 5. The words the models did share in specific time periods, are,

however, in line with part of the original hypotheses about meaning changes in cultural and

racial. For instance, the shared nearest neighbors of racial in 1900 are cultural and ethnic,

whereas the nearest neighbors in 1990 are discrimination and segregation.

When considering variations between measure types, contradictory results could be ob-

served when comparing different model-measure combinations comparing vector represen-

tations of the same word across time periods. This variation is more severe on the smaller

COHA. Other, less severe differences between the models mostly concern the range of the

absolute cosine similarity values, but not degree of similarity/relatedness in comparison to

other words pairs. While this type of minor variations does not affect the overall outcome

of experiments, in some cases, contradictory results yielded by the measure types were ob-

served, for instance in the case of changes in the relations between the core concepts.

When applying the two measure variants (direct vector comparison vs. indirect vector

comparison based on nearest neighbors) to relations between words within-time a period,

the variations are much smaller and mostly concern differences between the absolute cosine

values, but overall show similar developments. Thus, in conclusion, the measure types do

have an impact on the distance of the representation of the same word across time periods,

but not on the distance between words within the same time period.
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4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the results of the experiments and evaluation have been presented. Whereas

there seem to be some indications for conceptual change when only considering the changes

according to the most widely used model and measure, the comparison to control words and

to results yielded by alternative models and measures challenges most of the initial results.

The vector comparisons of racial and cultural across and within time periods did not

yield indicative results confirming the hypotheses, the comparisons of closest surrounding

words did indicate patterns confirming at least part of the original expectations. In this case,

the comparison between different model types supported these insights. In the case of the

relations between RACE and DIFFERENCE, however, the comparison to control words as

well as the comparisons between different model and measure types yielded different de-

velopments and partly contradictory patterns. In the case of RACE in relation to the related

concept of LIBERAL IDEOLOGIES, the comparison to control words did indicate increas-

ing proximity. More experiments investigating variations in other model types would be

necessary to confirm this tendency.

The most valuable insights were gained by comparing the words under investigation

to control words and by comparing the results yielded by different types of DSMs. The

control words are introduced in order to determine whether observed shifts in the semantic

space are likely to be actual, historic meaning changes or rather caused by some variations

in the linguistic data (for instance a slight difference in genres with respect to the corpus

representing another time period) affecting other words not related to the conceptual change

under investigation.

Comparisons between changes observed in semantic spaces resulting from models of

different architectures provide partly contradictory results leading to opposite conclusions

about semantic change. Furthermore, the comparison supports the observation that the clos-

est surrounding words of a target word are particularly susceptible to variations between

models (Hellrich & Hahn, 2016a). Even though their comparison is a popular way of inves-

tigating historic meaning change (Martinez-Ortiz et al., 2016), the conclusions drawn from

it should be treated with particular caution. Other variations in tracing the developments

of word meaning representations over time could also be observed to lead to contradictory

results.

On the basis of these insights, it can thus be recommended to use control words unrelated

to the conceptual changes in the target concept and investigate hypothesized changes by

different model types and determine if the conclusions still hold. In addition, it is helpful
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to evaluate the employed models on semantic similarity and relatedness test sets, as the

models are sensible to different kinds of regularities in the data, which depends on the size

of the underlying corpora (and most likely other factors, such as genre distribution, which

have not been investigated in this thesis). This can provide an additional point of reference

of how to interpret the results gained by different models.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

The results presented in the previous chapter show an approach to questioning the reli-

ability of a study investigating conceptual change in natural language. The research carried

out in this thesis had two main goals: First, the use case of the complex concept of RACISM

served to establish a reliable and explicit way to trace the development of complex concepts

in time by going beyond individual words. The second goal was to challenge the results

gained by widely used methods in Digital Humanities by investigating known pitfalls and

variations in Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs).

While the insights gained about the reflection of conceptual changes in RACISM remain

limited (in particular after challenging them with respect to the variations and pitfalls), the

investigation of the impact of sources for variations in the data as well as the models and

methods to investigate change has yielded a number of valuable insights. The two most

rewarding sources of insights into variations in the results are the comparison of changes in

the words under investigation to a number of selected control words and the comparison of

results between models. In fact, almost none of the initial observations made by employing

the widely used SGNS models implemented in Word2vec hold after comparing the to (1)

changes in control words and (2) results yielded by other well performing models.

Even though the presented approach yields a number of relevant insights for the inves-

tigation of conceptual change with distributional methods, a number of limitations apply.

On the one hand, an extensive collaboration with experts in conceptual change of RACISM

could have yielded more insights in the changes of the concept under investigation. On

the other hand, further experiments investigating more sources of variations among Distri-

butional Semantic Models could provide more insights into the pitfalls of commonly used

methods for studying semantic change and how they could be best avoided.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: The most relevant insights and

their consequences for further investigations of conceptual change with Distributional Se-

mantic Models are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, while the limitations and directions for
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further research are summarized in Section 5.3.

5.1 Possible gains from the use of control words

The use of control words (as suggested by Xu & Kemp (2015)) could be shown to have two

main effects: Firstly, they provide reference points of similarity. The cosine distance between

two words alone is unable to determine whether two words can be seen as similar/related or

dissimilar/unrelated without comparing them to other relations in the same space. There-

fore, the first insight gained by control word pairs of known semantic relations is a point

of reference of what degree of similarity is reflected by a cosine distance of a specific value.

Thus, the introduction of control words serves to interpret the results of the cosine similar-

ity measures used to investigate semantic change. The second insight lies in their role as

control words for change. By selecting words that are known to remain stable in meaning,

they help to establish whether observed changes in the target words are simply due to minor

variations in the data or are in fact an indication for meaning change. If the changes in the

target words are stronger than changes in words that are known to have stable meanings or

expected to change in different ways, this is a strong indication for actual semantic change.

In order to test this, the control words were chosen in such a way that they represent similar

lexical categories (for instance other types of social group labels in order to control for ethnic

group labels as instances of RACE), but are not directly involved in the conceptualization of

the target concept RACE.

While for most target words, the comparison to the control words indicates that the ob-

served changes are most likely due to variations in the data that also affect words with

known, stable meanings, in one particular case, the similar results yielded by target and

control words could be seen as an indication of a conceptual change affecting the relation be-

tween RACE and the broad concepts of SOCIAL GROUPS or even PEOPLE. This indication

for change could be investigated further in the following ways: Firstly, other control cate-

gories not referring to social groups could be introduced. Secondly, further insights could

be gained by representing the broad concept of PEOPLE in distributional semantic spaces

in order to investigate change in the relation between RACE and PEOPLE. This requires an

approach to representing semantic categories rather then words and requires extensive data

manipulation. One way of achieving this is to replace different kinds of social group labels

with the same word representing the overarching concept of PEOPLE. Linguistic data ma-

nipulated in this way can then be used to create a distributional semantic model representing

the concept PEOPLE rather then the individual social group labels. Comparing the relation

between this distributional representation of the broad concept and RACE may yield more
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insights into the changes in the conceptual system of RACISM that go beyond the model

of the conceptual system established in this approach. Furthermore, this way of analyzing

concepts rather than words may yield further methodological directions in the investigation

on conceptual change with DSMs.

A second insight gained by the comparison of control words concerns the nature of the

semantic relation between control word pairs. The similarity between word pairs is traced

over time in order to investigate whether the meanings of two words became more similar

or more different over time. Control pairs are introduced in order to establish whether the

observed changes are in fact due to linguistic (or larger, conceptual) changes or rather due

to slight variations in the data also affecting other words. Xu & Kemp (2015) suggest to use

pairs of antonyms as a basis for comparison to changes in synonym pairs, as antonyms tend

to be used in similar linguistic contexts and tend to have relatively high cosine similarities

in comparison to other word pairs rated highly similar by human annotators (such as syn-

onyms). While this approach serves its purpose when comparing the distances of the two

words in the semantic spaces representing time periods, it proved ineffective when compar-

ing overlaps in the words surrounding the words (i.e. the 25 nearest neighbors). These sur-

rounding words are supposed to represent the ‘local’ environment of a word. In the case of

the control words rich and poor, none of the 25 closest surrounding words overlaps between

the two words. The most likely explanation for this is that while near-synonyms such as

racial and cultural can at least partially be used interchangeably, this is not the case for words

expressing opposites. Further investigations into the surrounding words of antonyms in

relation to the cosine distances between their vector representations could yield interesting

insights about the construction of the semantic space. In the case of the near-synonym pair

racial and cultural and the antonym pair rich and poor, it is striking that both pairs have sim-

ilar cosine similarities, despite the differences in number of overlapping neighbors. Further

investigations are necessary in order to determine whether this is a general tendency. In case

it constitutes a general tendency of antonym pairs, pairs related by this type of semantic re-

lation do not constitute suitable control pairs for approaches comparing overlapping closest

surrounding words.

5.2 The importance of comparing results of different model

types

The second main source of insights lies in the variations between models of different archi-

tectures. The experiments showed that the results of DSMs of different model architectures
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differ to an extent that they indicate contradictory accounts of a particular semantic change.

The differences in the model architecture showed the most extensive variations when

comparing the nearest surrounding words of a target word across models of different archi-

tectures. Out of the 25 surrounding words, the models shared only between 2 and 5 words.

This is particularly relevant for studies conducted in the area of Digital Humanities, as the

closest surrounding words are very often seen to act a ‘definition’ of a word. Thus changes

in the closest surrounding words are often seen as an indication for semantic change, as for

instance in Martinez-Ortiz et al. (2016)). This high susceptibility of surrounding words for

variations between models has already been criticized in Hellrich & Hahn (2016a). Their ap-

proach, however, focuses only on variations in the top nearest word, whereas the approach

presented in this thesis compared as many as 25 closest words and still, extensive variations

could be observed. The closest surrounding words that are shared among all models, how-

ever, do seem to be in line with the hypotheses about meaning change in the target words

racial and cultural.

5.3 Limitations of the current approach

The insights gained in this thesis do, however, come with several limitations concerning the

construction of the conceptual model and the words used to investigate changes with DSMs

and the investigation of potential variations and pitfalls in the methods used to investigate

change, in particular with respect to variations introduced by the model architectures and

the construction of the conceptual model of RACISM used in this approach.

5.3.1 Construction of a conceptual model

One limitation concerns the construction of the model of the conceptual system of RACISM

in the research of this thesis. Even though this approach constitutes an attempt to go beyond

tracing individual words over time by investigating words representative of a number of

connected concepts, it is still only based on a number of selected accounts of changes in

the concept of RACISM coming from a number of different disciplines constructed from the

perspective of computational linguistics. An interdisciplinary collaboration with experts in

the conceptual change could have provided a more extensive and better-founded models

of the change and possibly also resulted in more suitable words representing the involved

concepts.
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5.3.2 Translating the conceptual system to words and relations in a se-

mantic space

Potential variations in the selected target words concern the issue that some of the selected

words might simply not be good representations of the target concepts that appear suffi-

ciently frequently in the linguistic corpora under investigation (in particular considering

that commonly used DSMs only represent a selection of the entire vocabulary in a corpus

by only considering the words above a certain frequency threshold). More extensive studies

of the data in combination with close analyses of selected texts containing racial discourse

could yield better insights into what words should be traced over time with DSMs in order

to achieve an accurate picture of the conceptual changes. For this component, an interdis-

ciplinary collaboration with experts on the conceptual change in RACISM could also be of

considerable help.

Furthermore, variations in the selected target words also concern the fact that a number

of the target words used in this approach have a rather high degree of polysemy or even

homonymy. This means that when observing changes, it is not clear whether these changes

concern the sense of the word that is under investigation or a different sense. This dan-

ger was partly lessened by carefully selecting morphological forms of the target words with

lower degrees of polysemy (e.g. racial instead of race) or introducing control words of sim-

ilar categories (e.g. other colors in order to control for the polysemy in skin color labels).

In order to determine whether the changes have actually affected the senses of the words

under investigation, closer examinations of (at least part of) the underlying corpora would

be necessary. This was not possible for the research conducted in this thesis as the original

texts of the corpora are not publicly available and thus could not be accessed.

5.3.3 Variations caused by architectures of Distributional Semantic Mod-

els

Another source of limitations concerns the possible variations between the model architec-

tures. In this approach, only a limited number of experiments comparing the outcomes of

different types of DSMs have been provided. In addition, as shown in Hellrich & Hahn

(2016a), the variations between models of different architectures are not the only sources of

potential artifacts in the changes observed with DSMs.

It is known that different models are sensible to different forms of regularities in the data,

but it has not yet been clarified to what phenomena. Some initial tendencies are known, such
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as for instance the tendency of PPMI models to react strongly to rare events (i.e. rare word-

context combinations). Controlled experiments involving known word distributions and

targeted manipulations (such as for instance conducted in Yaghoobzadeh & Schütze (2016))

could provide more insights into the kinds of phenomena models react to and thus provide

a good background for the interpretation of semantic changes shown by the comparison of

DSMs.

Hellrich & Hahn (2016a, 2016b) present evidence for variations in the semantic spaces

created by models of the same architecture based on the same underlying data set. These

variations affect model architectures inspired by neural networks, as they encompass two

factors that introduce random elements every time a model is trained on a data set. Firstly,

neural network inspired models constitute a case of supervised machine learning in which

associations between linguistic contexts and the respective words are learned by iterating

over all word-context pairs in a corpus. With every iteration, the resulting vector repre-

sentations are slightly modified in order to better capture the association. As the model

iterates over the corpus, it has to start with some initial representations. Usually these repre-

sentations are created randomly. This means that every single model encompasses slightly

different vector representations depending on the initialization. Secondly, the order of the

word-context pairs the model processes is usually randomized in order to avoid biases intro-

duces by the sequence. If the corpus on which the model is trained is big enough, these vari-

ations should become so minor that the differences between resulting semantic spaces can

be neglected. Since historic corpora are usually already smaller than large synchronic data

sets (such as Wikipedia dumps or the Google news corpus used in the pretrained Word2vec

model) and split into smaller sub-corpora used to represent individual time periods, these

variations are most likely relevant for historic comparisons. The two random factors in pre-

dict models are thus potential sources for changes between word representations that have

no reflection in the data sets.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The research conducted in this thesis aimed at reliably tracing the conceptual changes in a

complex conceptual system such as RACISM with distributional semantic models (DSMs)

despite a vast number of pitfalls and sources for variations in the results specific to such an

approach. These kinds of distributional semantic methods have received increasing pop-

ularity in Digital Humanities as they allow the investigation of conceptual change on the

basis of large collections of naturally occurring linguistic data without requiring additional

knowledge sources or manual annotations.

The research goal of this thesis encompassed two major problems: Firstly, the changes

in the concept had to be operationalized in a way that they can be investigated with DSMs.

Secondly, the observed changes had to be examined with respect to the dangers of drawing

conclusions about semantic changes that have no actual reflection in the linguistic data.

The complex concept of RACISM has been researched extensively in different fields within

humanities and social sciences. Based on the selected accounts, a conceptual model of the

complex conceptual system was created. For each of its components, words as they appear

in natural language were selected in order to trace the changes in the overarching system.

While the analysis with standardly used methods indicated some semantic changes confirm-

ing the claims about conceptual change, the closer examination of the results with respect

to known dangers identified evidence casting considerable doubt on almost all of the initial

conclusions. The most extensive variations indicating misleading results could be identified

by comparing changes in the target words to control words and by comparing the results

yielded by different types DSMs. Both of these approaches help to identify apparent changes

in word representations that are not caused by actual linguistic or conceptual changes, but

rather variations or factors in the specific model architectures.

Following standardly used methods, initially, some changes conforming the hypotheses

about conceptual change in RACISM could be detected: The widely used method of com-

paring the closest surrounding words (Martinez-Ortiz et al., 2016; Kenter et al., 2015) in the
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semantic space did indicate a change in the words racial and cultural confirming the hypoth-

esis that the latter increasingly replaces the former in racial discourse. The comparison of the

semantic distance of word pairs over time (Hamilton et al., 2016b) indicated an increasing

semantic closeness between cultural and different in one of the data sets as well as between

cultural and a number of words connected to contexts of individualism and seemingly liberal

values (e.g. values, believes, attitudes).

However, almost none of the observed changes could withstand the closer examination

of these results by comparing the changes in the target words to changes in control words

that are not expected to have changed and to the changes observed with different types

of DSMs. A particularly striking observation was made when comparing the closest sur-

rounding words of a target word across different distributional semantic spaces created by

different types of DSMs: Out of the 25 closest surrounding words of the target words, the

models of different types never shared more than 5. In this particular case, the changes in the

few shared surrounding words did provide some evidence for the hypothesized changes.

This extensive variation in the closest surrounding words is particularly concerning, as

a number of approaches to semantic change use this type of analysis to observe changes

in word meaning. Whereas this type of analysis is convenient as it provides evidence for

change as well as insight into the specific semantic direction of the change (in contrast to a

pure vector comparison across time periods, which only indicates the semantic distance), it

is particularly prone to variations in the results. The conclusions drawn from these meth-

ods, as for instance in Martinez-Ortiz et al. (2016); Kenter et al. (2015); Kutuzov et al. (2016)

could be challenged by comparing the results to changes observed with different types of

distributional semantic models.

In addition, the evaluation of the models of different time periods on standardly used

evaluation data sets indicated a strong relation between the size of the data set and model

performance. Specific types of DSMs perform better on larger corpora, while others yield

better representations on smaller corpora. Their overall performance, however, increases

with increasing corpus size. This is particularly relevant for studies using small corpora,

such as conducted by Martinez-Ortiz et al. (2016) using sub-corpora encompassing around

5 million words. The sub-corpora of COHA used in the research of this thesis encompass

between 20 and 30 million words per decade and the evaluation indicated considerable dif-

ferences between the models, in particular a dropping performance of the Word2vec model,

which is also used in Martinez-Ortiz et al. (2016).

On the basis of the lessons learned in this approach, the following recommendations for

investigations of conceptual changes with DSMs can be formulated:
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• Use control words to compare changes in the target words to other words that are

not expected to have changed or are expected to have changed in different ways than

target words. This helps to identify patterns that look like semantic changes, but are

more likely due to variations in the corpora representing different time periods. These

variations are likely to affect not only the target words, but also other words not part

of the conceptual change under investigation. Select the control words carefully, as

words standing in specific semantic relations to each other might not be suitable for all

approaches.

• Compare the observed changes of the target words in the data sets to changes in the

same words and data sets observed by different types of DSMs. It has been shown that

different types of DSMs are susceptible to different structural phenomena of language

and thus yield different patterns of change. Particular caution should be taken when

comparing the closest surrounding words of the target words over time, which is a

popular approach to obtaining insights into the way in which the meaning of a word

changes. These closest surrounding words prove to be particularly susceptible to vari-

ations between models. The comparison of closest surrounding words shared across

different model types can yield more reliable insights.

• As it has been shown that the accuracy of distributional semantic representations cru-

cially depends on the size of the underlying linguistic corpora (and possibly a number

of other factors in the linguistic data), the models used to investigate specific changes

should always be evaluated by comparing the similarities of words in the model to hu-

man similarity and relatedness ratings in commonly used evaluation data sets. Such

an evaluation can provide a reference point for weighing the results yielded by differ-

ent models and deciding which results are more indicative of actual semantic changes

reflected by the data. Furthermore, an overall evaluation can provide insights into

whether the corpus is big enough to provide a good, general representation of word

meaning. If the results of a quickly performed evaluation on standardly used test sets

already indicates a weak performance, this may be taken as an indication to either

chose a different method to study semantic changes in this particular data set or select

a different, larger data set.

Rather than showing how the conceptual changes in RACISM are reflected in natural

language, the research in this thesis yielded important insights into the methods commonly

used to trace semantic change over time. These initial insights could be further investigated
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with respect to more sources of variations (e.g. within the same model architecture, as indi-

cated in Hellrich & Hahn (2016a)) by recreating the DSMs used here. An interdisciplinary

collaboration with experts in conceptual change could yield more insights into the reflection

of the changes in RACISM in language by, for instance, improving the model of the concepts

involved in the conceptual change and selecting better target words for the investigation

with DSMs. In addition to these directions, this thesis provides a basis for challenging re-

sults about semantic change obtained by standardly used distributional semantic methods.

A further step would be to investigate whether the changes observed in other studies still

hold when challenged with respect to the pitfalls and sources of variation examined in this

thesis.
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Appendix A

Word lists

Ethnic
groups

Akan, Albanians, Afar, Afrikaners, Amhara, Arabs, Armenians,
Assamese, Assyrians, Bashkirs, Basques, Bemba, Berbers,
British, Bulgarians, Catalans, Circassians, Cornish, Croats,

Czechs, Danes, Dinka, Dutch, English, Estonians, Finns, French,
Frisians, Galician, Germans, Greeks, Georgians, Gujarati, Hausa,

Hindustani, Hui, Hungarians, Icelanders, Igbo, Irish, Italians,
Japanese, Javanese, Jews, Kannada, Kikuyu, Kongo, Koreans,

Kurds, Latvians, Lithuanians, Luo, Macedonians, Malays,
Maltese, Manchu, Marathi, Mongols, Naga, Norwegians,

Nubians, Nuer, Parsi, Persians, Poles, Portuguese, Punjabi,
Romanians, Romani, Russians, Sara, Sardinians, Scottish, Serbs,
Sinhalese, Slovaks, Slovenes, Spaniards, Swedes, Tamils, Telugu,
Tibetans, Tswana, Turks, Ukrainians, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Welsh,

Xhosa, Yoruba, Zulu

Ethnic slurs
Squaw, Honky, Hun, Coolie, Sambo, Jap, Abo, Boeotian, Gypsy,
Niger, Nigger, Pom, Turk, Injun, Chinaman, Kanaka, Eskimo,

Sassenach, Spic, spick, Yankee
Added
groups

whites, blacks, immigrants, migrants, foreigners

TABLE A.1: Instances of RACE.
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Appendix B

Results of the invididual

experiments

Hypothesis Results

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from a racial, biological
emphasis to a stress on culture, it is
expected that the meaning representa-
tions of the words representing words
have changed.

Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The control words female and male are
expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points

TABLE B.1: Changes in the core concepts of RACE.
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Hypothesis Results

As the interpretation of RACE
has changed from a racial,
biological emphasis to a stress
on culture, it is expected that
racial and cultural move closer
together.

Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Move-
ment)

The relation between the control
words female and male are ex-
pected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

TABLE B.2: Changes in the relation between the core concepts of RACE.

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE B.1: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words rep-
resenting the core concepts of RACE measured by both similarity measures

in the SGNS model
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Hypothesis Results

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from a racial, biological
emphasis to a stress on culture, it is ex-
pected that the relations between racial
and the subconcepts have changed.
Specifically, it is expected that words
cultural and ethnic aspects move
closer to the words representing the
core concepts of RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between racial and the
control word beautiful is expected to re-
main stable or show changes at differ-
ent time points.

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from a racial, biological
emphasis to a stress on culture, it is
expected that the relations between
cultural and the subconcepts have
changed. Specifically, it is expected
that words cultural and ethnic aspects
move closer to the words representing
the core concepts of RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between cultural and the
control word beautiful is expected to re-
main stable or show changes at differ-
ent time points.

TABLE B.3: Changes in the relation between the core concepts and subcon-
cepts of RACE.
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Hypothesis Results

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from a racial, biological em-
phasis to a stress on culture, it can be
expected that group labels emphasiz-
ing ethnic and cultural backgrounds
will move closer to racial.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)
The relation between racial and the
control word children (as a differ-
ent, rather neutral social category) is
expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from a racial, biological em-
phasis to a stress on culture, it can be
expected that group labels emphasiz-
ing ethnic and cultural backgrounds
will move closer to cultural.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between cultural and the
control word children (as a differ-
ent, rather neutral social category) is
expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

TABLE B.4: Changes in the relation between the core concepts and ethnic
group labels as instances of RACE.
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Hypothesis Results

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from blatant, openly ex-
pressed racism to more subtle, covert
forms of discrimination, it can be
expected that slurs as an expression of
old, blatant racism move further away
from core concepts of RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between racial and the
control word bitch (as a different, type
of slur) is expected to remain stable or
show changes at different time points.

As the interpretation of RACE has
changed from blatant, openly ex-
pressed racism to more subtle, covert
forms of discrimination, it can be
expected that slurs as an expression of
old, blatant racism move further away
from core concepts of RACE.
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between cultural and the
control word bitch (as a different kind
of slur) is expected to remain stable or
show changes at different time points.

TABLE B.5: Changes in the relation between the core concepts and ethnic
slurs as instances of RACE.
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Hypothesis Results

As new racism is said to be marked
by an increasing emphasis on immi-
gration policies, labels referring to
immigrants or foreigners are expected
to have moved closer to the core
concepts of RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between racial and the
control word nurses (as a different so-
cial category) is expected to remain sta-
ble or show changes at different time
points.

As new racism is said to be marked
by an increasing emphasis on immi-
gration policies, labels referring to
immigrants or foreigners are expected
to have moved closer to the core
concepts of RACE.
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between racial and the
control word nurses (as a different so-
cial category) is expected to remain sta-
ble or show changes at different time
points.

TABLE B.6: Changes in the relation between the core concepts and added
labels from the context of immigration policies as instances of RACE.
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Hypothesis Results

As the interpretation of RACE is said
to have changed from a biological to a
cultural emphasis, it is expected that
the racial labels black and white move
closer towards cultures and further
away from races.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between races and the
control words blues (as a different
color) and doctors (as a different social
category) are expected to remain sta-
ble or show changes at different time
points.

As the interpretation of RACE is said
to have changed from a biological to a
cultural emphasis, it is expected that
the racial labels black and white move
closer towards culture and further
away from race.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between cultures and the
control words blues (as a different
color) and doctors (as a different social
category) are expected to remain sta-
ble or show changes at different time
points.

TABLE B.7: Changes in the relation between the core concepts and added
labels referring to skin color as instances of RACE.
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Hypothesis Results

As new racism is argued to rely mainly
on an emphasis on cultural differences
in order to justify discrimination,
whereas old racism openly relied on a
racial hierarchy, it can be expected that
core concepts of RACE move closer
to words representing DIFFERENCES
and further away from words repre-
senting hierachical strucutres.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between the control
words male and female and different
are expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

As new racism is argued to rely mainly
on an emphasis on cultural differences
in order to justify discrimination,
whereas old racism openly relied on a
racial hierarchy, it can be expected that
core concepts of RACE move closer
to words representing DIFFERENCES
and further away from words repre-
senting hierarchical strucutres.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between the control
words male and female and inferiority
are expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

TABLE B.8: Changes in the relation between the core concepts RACE and
related concepts of differences and hierarchies.
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Hypothesis Results

As new racism is argued to rely
mainly on an emphasis on cultural
differences in order to justify discrim-
ination, whereas old racism openly
relied on a racial hierarchy, it can be
expected that core concepts of RACE
move closer to words representing
DIFFERENCES and further away
from words representing SUPERIOR-
ITY/INFERIORITY.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between the control
words male and female and superiority
are expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

TABLE B.9: Changes in the relation between the core concepts RACE and
related concepts of differences and hierarchies.

Hypothesis Results

Whereas racial hierarchies used to
be explained in terms of biological,
genetic differences, new racism is said
to rely on historic factors in order to
explain cultural differences. Thus, it
can be expected that historic moves
closer to words representing core con-
cepts of RACE, while genetic moves
further away (too infrequent).
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relations between the control
words male and female and historic are
expected to remain stable or show
changes at different time points.

TABLE B.10: Changes in the relation between the core concepts RACE and
related concepts representing reasons for differences.
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Hypothesis Results

As old racism is particularly marked
by a fear of intimate relationships
between people of different racial
groups, it can be expected that words
representing RELATIONSHIPS move
further away from the core concepts
of RACE. If the fear continues, it is
expected to be tied to culture rather
than race.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between the control word
occupation and relationship is expected
to remain stable or show changes at
different time points.

As old racism is particularly marked
by a fear of intimate relationships
between people of different racial
groups, it can be expected that words
representing RELATIONSHIPS move
further away from the core concepts
of RACE. If the fear continues, it is
expected to be tied to culture rather
than race.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

7

The relation between the control word
occupation and marriage is expected to
remain stable or show changes at dif-
ferent time points.

TABLE B.11: Changes in the relation between the core concepts RACE and
related concepts of (intimate) relationships.
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Hypothesis Results

As new racism is said to be marked
by an emphasis on seemingly liberal
ideologies that rely on individualism
and stress the importance of values
and beliefs that differ between racial
groups, it can be expected that the
words values moves closer to words
representing the core concepts of
RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between the control word
occupations and values is expected to re-
main stable or show changes at differ-
ent time points.

As new racism is said to be marked
by an emphasis on seemingly liberal
ideologies that rely on individualism
and stress the importance of values
and beliefs that differ between racial
groups, it can be expected that the
word attitudes moves closer to words
representing the core concepts of
RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between the control word
occupations and attitudes is expected to
remain stable or show changes at dif-
ferent time points.

TABLE B.12: Changes in the relation between the core concepts RACE and
related concepts of (intimate) relationships.
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Hypothesis Results

As new racism is said to be marked
by an emphasis on seemingly liberal
ideologies that rely on individualism
and stress the importance of values
and beliefs that differ between racial
groups, it can be expected that the
word beliefs moves closer to words
representing the core concepts of
RACE.
Expected change points:
1950s, 1960s (Civil Rights Movement)

The relation between the control word
occupations and beliefs is expected to re-
main stable or show changes at differ-
ent time points.

TABLE B.13: Changes in the relation between the core concepts RACE and
related concepts representing reasons for differences.

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE B.2: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words rep-
resenting the core concepts of RACE measured by both similarity measures

in the PPMI-SVD model
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(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE B.3: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words rep-
resenting the core concepts of RACE measured by both similarity measures

in the PPMI model

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE B.4: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words rep-
resenting the core concepts of RACE and different measured by both similarity

measures in the SGNS model
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(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE B.5: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words rep-
resenting the core concepts of RACE and different measured by both similarity

measures in the PPMI-SVD model

(A) English n-grams.

(B) COHA.

FIGURE B.6: Variations in the changes in the relations between the words rep-
resenting the core concepts of RACE and different measured by both similarity

measures in the PPMI model
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